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MECHATRONIC SYSTEM USING NX 12 ENVIRONMENT 
 

Filip Žemla, Ján Cigánek 

 

 

Abstract: 

 

The paper deals with the design and implementation of the programmable virtual 3D model of the 

mechatronic system. The paper offers an analysis of a programmable logic controllers, as well as an 

overview of Industry 4.0, specifically an analysis of the concept of a digital twin and technologies for 

the creation of a digital twin. The design of the digital twin of the mechatronic system consists of two 

steps. The first step is the creation of the virtual 3D model, the second step is the creation of an 

interactive communication between the virtual model and programmable logic controller. The 

resulting digital twin of the high bay warehouse is compared with a real laboratory model. The task 

is to design and create a digital twin based on a real model that will simulate its behavior as accurately 

as possible. 

 

Keywords: 
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Introduction 

 

Nowadays, we can observe that the term digital twin is becoming more and more popular in 

all industries. We can find its use when solving problems in real objects or processes. In the standard 

commissioning of automated machines and equipment, there are usually many unexpected and un-

foreseen problems that extend the time of commissioning with increasing costs. This is because the 

PLC programmer can only fully verify the program after the technology is physically connected.  

The digital twin solves problems such as eliminating errors in the control software, mechani-

cal damage during the implementation of the device or late detection of the problem in the earlier 

stages of the project. It allows the programmer to verify the functionality of the prototype, which was 

created by another designer. The programmer can also test the control program and the functionality 

of the entire system already in the development phase and have the program tuned during commis-

sioning itself. This will prevent mechanical damage and further downtime caused by traditional com-

missioning. 

A digital twin is a real-time virtual representation of a physical object or process. Using a 

digital twin, we can observe the movement of products and other objects in real time on a virtual 

model. They can then be analyzed and the best possible solution evaluated. The virtual model of the 

device can be used by anyone, anywhere in the world. Through it, the user can monitor individual 

processes of automated lines and detect errors remotely without being physically present. A digital 

twin can be a digital replica of an object in the physical world, e.g. a production line, a car, or even 

larger objects like buildings, entire cities. There are many applications and use cases for the digital 

twin, it is a very active area of research and innovation.  
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Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is considered as a fundamental component of automa-

tion in industry. PLC is an industrial digital computer that is relatively small and adapted to control 

production processes in real time, such as production lines, robotic devices or any activity requiring 

high reliability [1]. Looking at the function of a PLC, it can be defined as a device that receives 

multiple inputs or signals from a physical system. It can receive information from connected sensors 

or input devices, then process them and trigger outputs based on pre-programmed parameters. Such 

devices can be networked with other PLC and SCADA systems [2].  

 

 

1  Industry 4.0 and Digital Twin 
 

The industry is currently exposed to a significant technological change called Industry 4.0. 

This term was first mentioned by the German Federal Government in 2011. It arose as a result of the 

development of Internet and the idea of connecting the systems of the physical real world with the 

virtual world. The main task of the change is to achieve fully automated production, capable of au-

tonomously adapting to external influences, such as changes in demand. This can be achieved by 

connecting all production equipment in one global network with autonomous exchange of infor-

mation [3]. 

Industry 4.0 or the fourth industrial revolution represents a global trend in automation and 

industrial processes, with the use of modern intelligent technologies, towards the exchange of data 

in production processes and the complete automation of machines. Industry 4.0, sometimes referred 

to as IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things) or intelligent manufacturing, combines physical production 

and operations with intelligent digital technology, machine learning and big data. It creates a more 

integrated and better connected ecosystem for companies focused on manufacturing and supply chain 

management. The term Industry 4.0 also includes four key aspects: cyber-physical systems (CPS), 

Internet of Things (IoT), Internet of Services (IoS) and smart factories. 

CPS represent a significant evolutionary step. They are physical devices with built-in tools 

for digital data collection in real time, their processing and distribution, they are interconnected using 

the Internet. The combination of CPS, high-performance software and special user interfaces, inte-

grated into digital networks, creates a completely new world of system functionality. 

IoT is a concept referring to the connection between physical objects such as vehicles, ma-

chines and other objects with embedded electronics, software, sensors connected to a network. IoT 

enables the collection and exchange of data. Connected objects can be controlled remotely, through 

existing network infrastructures, and create opportunities for further direct integration of the physical 

world into computer systems. 

The Internet of Services (IoS) represents an infrastructure using the Internet as a medium for 

offering and selling services. As a result, services become tradable goods. IoS provides the business 

and technical basis for advanced business models focused on the provision and use of services. 

A smart factory uses technologies, solutions and approaches within Industry 4.0. It is a con-

cept derived from IIoT, assuming the production environment as a fully automated and intelligent 

network of systems, enabling the management of equipment, machines and logistics chains in the 

production plant, without human intervention. A smart factory is a place where data is exchanged 

not only between production tools and machines, but also between all elements in the production 

technology chain. 

Virtual Commissioning (VC) is the simulation and modeling of the production system for the 

purpose of developing and testing the system before physical commissioning. Engineers simulate 

processes before turning on the physical system, allowing them to verify that everything is working. 

VC uses a virtual model, which is an accurate 3D simulation of mechanical, electrical and control 

systems, to verify the physical functions of the system before implementation. 
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VC technology and applications have been developed to significantly reduce or even elimi-

nate the physical process, shorten the required time and ultimately deliver significant cost savings. 

VC does not have to wait for all the hardware to start up. VC can begin before the programmer has 

any hardware available. Because all the components exist in the software model, engineers can start 

testing in the digital space. 

Today we use two virtual commissioning methods, Software in Loop (SiL) and Hardware in 

Loop (HiL). Both methods work with a virtual model of the device, as a copy of the real device on 

which the control program is tested. Both methods result in real-time simulation. The virtual model 

simulates all processes and thus generates input and output signals, which are subsequently converted 

into digital and analog form and transferred to the control program [4]. 

In the Hardware in Loop (HiL) method, the automated device is converted into a virtual form. 

A real PLC station with appropriate communication interfaces is subsequently used to control this 

model. This method allows the programmer to verify the control program in a complex and precise 

way, and with its results to be closer to reality. The disadvantages of this method are the need for real 

hardware, i.e. PLC with the associated I/O interface and PC with a running virtual model. 

The principle of the Software in Loop method is based on simulations of both the virtual 

device and the controlling PLC. The developed control algorithms run in a simulation environment 

on the development computer, in simulation or in real time, depending on the requirements. The 

programmer thus can test the control program without the need for additional hardware. It allows 

testing the software before initializing the hardware prototypes, which significantly speeds up the 

development cycle. 

Over the years, the definition of a digital twin has evolved, but the basic idea has remained 

the same: a dynamic virtual software-generated representation of the corresponding physical systems 

and processes. Since the introduction of this concept, the amount of data and information that can be 

transferred between products has increased. With a virtual model, it is possible to simulate the be-

havior of various states and thus evaluate its performance. These models can be simplified so that 

only the geometry or other characteristics match, thus reducing their size and speeding up the simu-

lation calculation. Such simplified models allow to simulate complex systems and their behavior in 

real time, with acceptable computing power [5]. 

There are several software tools from different manufacturers for virtual commissioning or 

digital twin. The leading manufacturer of simulation software is the Siemens company, with its prod-

ucts NX Mechatronics concept designer and Tecnomatix Process Simulate, which contain all the 

necessary tools for the complex simulation requirements of the project. Another suitable environment 

for virtual commissioning is Emulate 3D from Rockwell Automation. 

 

 

2  Case Study 
 

For the practical part of the paper, a kit from Fischertechnik called Automated High-Bay Ware-

house was chosen (Fig.1). This is a laboratory model in which a pallet with a workpiece is automatically 

transported by a conveyor and placed in a position in the warehouse using a manipulator. The model 

consists of three main parts: a conveyor with a color sensor, a manipulator that moves in 3 axes, and a 

warehouse where pallets with workpieces are stored. There are also limit switches, sensors and encoders 

that protect the manipulator from mechanical damage. 
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Fig.1. Laboratory model of High-bay warehouse. 

VC of our high-bay warehouse was carried out using several environments: NX 12 and its MCD 

module with the running virtual model; TIA Portal V15.1 to configure individual PLC modules of Sie-

mens S7-1500, and to create the control program for the high-bay warehouse and its visualization on 

HMI panel KTP700 Basic PN from Siemens; S7-PLCSim Advanced V3.0 environment to create a vir-

tual instance of the PLC S7-1500 and to upload the created control program from the TIA Portal. 

 

A. Creation of virtual 3D model 
 

For creating a 3D model, we chose the NX 12 program from Siemens in the CAD module. The 

NX program is Computer-aided design (CAD), Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) and Computer-

aided engineering (CAE) software for detailed modeling of machines, from individual parts to large as-

semblies. In addition to modeling, it is possible to perform calculations, simulations, analyses, creation 

of drawing documentation, programming, etc. All these areas are interconnected, which increases the 

efficiency of the entire solution [6]. 

 

 

Fig.2. Virtual model of High-bay warehouse. 

 

When creating the 3D model, we used real data from the Fischertechnik kit. With the help of a 

caliper, we obtained all characteristic and necessary dimensions by measuring, in order to maintain pro-

portionality between the real model and the virtual model. We tried to simplify the individual details of 

the kit as much as possible, in order to speed up the subsequent simulations and simplify the modeling 

of the virtual model. 
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Our 3D model consists of several parts, which we will later combine into a single unit. The basic 

element is the manipulator, composed of three parts. The first part is the base that allows the manipulator 

to move up and down along Y axis. The other two parts of the manipulator are used for loading or un-

loading the pallet. One part is used for picking a pallet, thanks to which the manipulator can move for-

ward and backward along Z-axis. 

Another separate part related to the manipulator is the rail along the X axis. This is used to allow 

the manipulator to move left and right.  

An equally important element is the warehouse, which we modeled as a separate component. In 

the warehouse, it was necessary to model 9 positions for pallet storage.  

The last larger part is the conveyor, used to transport the pallet for the manipulator. The last step 

was the modeling of the limit switches and the sensors located on the conveyor, which consist of two 

separate components. In NX 12 environment, we combined individual functional elements and compo-

nents into the resulting virtual model. 

 

B. Creation of digital twin 

 

The creation of the digital twin also took place in the NX 12 environment, in the Mechatronics 

Concept Designer (MCD) module. We uploaded the completed 3D CAD model of high-bay warehouse 

to the MCD application. We tried to revive the individual functional elements of 3D model in a virtual 

environment. MCD software is a module of the NX program that enables 3D modeling and interactive 

simulation of automation-related multi-body physics concepts. It allows creating a mechatronic 3D CAD 

model of an existing device, with the aim of mapping the physical and kinematic properties of the device. 

The simulation technology in MCD software is based on the game physics engine, based on simplified 

mathematical models, bringing the physical behavior of the real world into the virtual world. 

The first step of the conversion was defining the movement coupling of individual functional 

elements. We assigned physical properties to the individual elements, simulating the real behavior of the 

body (option to choose manual assignment of the object's weight, location of the center of gravity, mo-

ment of inertia in individual axes or the choice of automatic assignment of values, based on the 3D model 

of the given part). Collision properties defining the mutual interaction of the bodies had to be assigned 

to the individual bodies.  

The high-bay warehouse model contains four end sensors, two light sensors and drives ensuring 

movement in three axes, and the corresponding encoders. For all these elements it was also necessary to 

create a simulation in the virtual reality. For rectilinear movement of the conveyor, Transport Surface 

function was used, which will create a surface allowing objects to be moved in the selected direction and 

speed. Speed Control function was used to simulate the manipulator drive in all directions. Next, we 

created a simulation of the individual sensors. The Collision Sensor function was used for two light 

barriers on the conveyor to detect the intersection of the green beam with another object. 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Light sensor (barrier) of virtual model. 
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It was also necessary to create collision sensors for the end sensors placed on the manipulator. 

These sensors detect the presence of the manipulator in the extreme position and prevent mechanical 

damage or collisions. Collision Sensor function ensures that the manipulator stops if it touches the limit 

switch. 

 

 

Fig.4. Limit switch of virtual model. 

 

The laboratory model contains two encoders on the X and Y axes, which ensure the mapping of 

the current position of the manipulator. To simulate the encoders, we used Position Sensor function to 

measure the value of the displacement of the body on the given axes. The value of the encoders must be 

zero when the limit sensors are switched on, because the limit switches serve as reference values. 

 

C. Connection to digital twin 

 

In order to connect the virtual PLC and our digital twin, it was necessary to define the signals that 

ensure the connection between the virtual model and PLC. The creation of signals for PLC took place in 

NX 12 environment, in MCD module. Individual signals were created using Signal function. The output 

from PLC is the input in MCD, and conversely the input from PLC is the output in MCD. The names of 

the signals should be identical in MCD and in TIA Portal, as the Signal Mapping function will automat-

ically allow to map the signals from MCD with the signals from PLC. 

Bool or Double signals created in this way must then be connected to the corresponding functions 

controlling the functional elements of the laboratory model. We functionalized this connection using 

Runtime Expression tab, in which the behavior of the model can be defined during the simulation run. 

The signal connected to Speed Control function can control its activity, speed value, acceleration, simu-

lating load conditions in the X, Y and Z axes. 

To make the sensors functional during the simulation, Runtime Expression was used again. We 

chose the "triggered" option, because when the light beam is crossed or the limit switch is pressed, the 

signal value changes. Thus, we will be able to send the value from the sensor to the PLC. 

 

D. Creation of PLC algorithm 

 

The creation of the control algorithm took place in TIA Portal V15.1 environment. When creating 

a project, it is necessary to select correct PLC module and CPU type. Our kit consists of an S7-1500 

series PLC with a CPU 1516-3 PN/DP from Siemens. Digital and analog inputs and outputs from a real 

lab model had to be added to CPU.  

We also used memory variables to start specific sequences or part of the program, respectively to 

store a value. PLC program is stored in organizational blocks (OB). The organizational block forms the 

interface between the operating system and the program that is called cyclically by the system. 
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At first, we created "Safety" OB, which serves to safely stop the drives in extreme positions and 

prevents mechanical damage of individual parts. Here we used information from limit switches and pulse 

counting from encoders on individual axes. We created the algorithm for the reference of the manipulator 

in OB "Main", which ensures the introduction of the manipulator to the reference extreme position on 

the X and Y axis, and the initialization of individual auxiliary variables.  

The automatic mode is used to automatically place the pallet in the warehouse. After placing the 

pallet on the conveyor and selecting a specific position in the warehouse using HMI panel, the manipu-

lator will automatically store the pallet. It means the transfer of the pallet from the conveyor to the desired 

position in the warehouse. If the given position is already occupied, the manipulator unloads (moves) the 

pallet from the selected position to the conveyor. 

The selection of the position is made through HMI screen (Fig.5), where the user can select one 

of 9 positions using a button. The user can thus decide which position he wants to load or unload. Loading 

or unloading from the position by the manipulator depends on the color of the button. If the color of the 

button is green, the user can store the pallet in the given position. If the pallet is red, it can be removed 

from the given position. We have created an OB called "HMI to PLC" for data transfer after pressing a 

button from HMI to PLC. Now we can identify whether the user wants to unload or store the pallet in 

the selected position. 

 

 

 

Fig.5. HMI for automatic mode. 

 

After choosing the position, it is necessary to create an OB to map positions in the warehouse and 

to enter instructions for the manipulator: to load or to unload. For individual rows and columns, it was 

necessary to find out their individual coordinates. When moving the manipulator to a specific position, 

we use encoders to monitor the value on the X and Y axes. 

In order to match the value in the virtual model and the value from the encoder, it was necessary 

to convert the measured pulses to milimetres. For the calculation, we used the length of the movement 

path in the X and Y axis, and pulses count of the real encoders. When the manipulator starts to move, we 

add or subtract value in the auxiliary variable according to the direction of movement, which we deter-

mine using the input signals. 

In the case of the virtual model, we used Position Sensor function, which automatically measures 

the displacement value of the manipulator. At the start of the simulation, it was necessary to set the 

manipulator, to the starting positions, in order to activate the limit switches.  
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We send the value of the position from the virtual encoder directly to the PLC, using the connec-

tion of the signal and the auxiliary variable. 

Next OB serves for unloading or loading a pallet to the selected position. The algorithm consists 

of four consecutive steps: a) arrival of the manipulator in front of the correct position, b) insertion of the 

manipulator into the warehouse, c) displacement of the manipulator along y axis, d) extension of the 

manipulator from the warehouse. 

The manual mode is used for manual control and testing of the functionality of the manipulator, 

conveyor and individual functional elements. We can track the position of the manipulator on X and Y 

axes and we were able to map individual positions in the warehouse and to create an automatic mode. 

We can test the functionality of the safety stop of the drives, if the limit switch is turned on or if the 

position of the manipulator exceeds a critical limit. The movements of the manipulator in all directions 

are controlled using the buttons on HMI. In manual mode, the manipulator can be set to the reference 

position using the "Initialize" button. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.6. HMI for manual mode 

 

E. Virtualization of PLC 
 

PLC virtualization was executed in PLCSim Advanced V3.0, which allows creating a PLC in-

stance replacing a real PLC. When creating a virtual PLC, in the user interface (Fig.7) we selected the 

PLCSIM option in Online Access option. We created an instance called my_PLC. In PLC type menu, 

Unspecified CPU 1500 option was selected, and then Start button was pressed. This step creates an in-

stance with the specified name that represents the created virtual PLC. 

Uploading a program created in TIA Portal environment to a PLC instance is the same as upload-

ing to a real PLC, using Download to device option in TIA Portal. The dialog window offers the option 

of choosing the device to which the program should be recorded. In the line Type of the PG/PC interface 

we selected the bus type PN/IE, in the next line PG/PC interface we chose PLCSIM as the connection 

adapter. The last setting in Connection to interface/subnet line was Direct at slot '1 X1' option. After 

configuration, using Start search button, we found the created instance called my_PLC. After selecting 

the given device and pressing the load button, the program will be uploaded to this instance. 
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Fig.7. PLCSim Advanced. 

 

 

F. Connection of virtual model and PLC 

 

The connection of the signals of the virtual model and the signals in the PLC (running in PLCSim 

Advanced) was realized through the MCD module of NX 12 environment. In Automation tab, we se-

lected External signal configuration function, which is used to upload PLC signals to MCD. In this dialog 

box, we selected PLCSIM Adv tab. 

After selecting the PLC instance, all input and output signals of the virtual PLC are displayed in 

the lower part of the dialog window. When choosing IOMDB in Show line, memory type tags (auxiliary 

variables) will also be displayed.  

Signal mapping function (Fig.8) was used to match the signals from PLC to the signal of the 

virtual model in MCD. In Signals section, the signals created in the virtual model are displayed on the 

left side, and the imported signals from the virtual PLC are on the right side. 
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Fig.8. Signal connection between virtual model and virtual PLC. 

 

 To create a connection between individual signals, it is necessary to select one signal from the 

right side and its corresponding signal from the left side. We connect both signals using the central button. 

Several conditions must be met when connecting signals. The signals must be of the same data type and 

opposite I/O type. Therefore, the signals for controlling the drives were created as Input, and the sensor 

signals were defined as Output.  

 

G. Simulation results 

 

Starting the virtual model in NX MCD environment is possible only after starting the virtual PLC 

with the downloaded program. In NX, we launch the virtual model using the Play button. To control the 

high-bay warehouse, it is necessary to start the virtual HMI touch panel in TIA Portal. We verified the 

functionality of the virtual model using the manual mode, where we tested the control of individual ma-

nipulator drives. The course of the simulation was smooth and the behavior of the virtual model corre-

sponded to the behavior of the real kit.  

Finally, we verified using manual mode the functionality and control of individual drives in all 

axes of the manipulator, as well as conveyor drives.  After verifying the functionality of all elements, a 

successful manipulator reference was made.  

Using the automatic mode, we tested the loading of the pallet and its subsequent unloading from 

a random position in the warehouse (Fig.4).  
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After testing the functionality of the virtual model, we were able to compare the real and virtual 

model. In the case of comparing the functionality of PLC algorithm on a real and virtual model of a high-

bay warehouse, we evaluate the behavior as identical. Individual positions in the warehouse were served 

by the manipulator as expected and without any problems in both models. All functional elements in the 

virtual model corresponded to the behavior in the real kit. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The realization of the digital twin was preceded by the creation of a 3D model. We created 

the virtual model in the CAD module of NX 12 environment. We tried to simplify the individual 

details of the virtual model as much as possible, in order to speed up subsequent simulations and 

simplify modeling. Subsequently, we uploaded the created 3D model to MCD module, where the 

conversion to a digital twin was executed. We tried to bring the individual functional elements of the 

virtual model to life in a virtual environment. It resulted in a programmable virtual model of the high-

bay warehouse, where its inputs and outputs corresponded to the real kit. 

PLC control algorithm consists of Automatic mode and Manual mode. With the help of the 

created virtual model and PLC program, a virtual commissioning was carried out, which verified the 

functionality of the model and the PLC algorithm. After the testing, we agreed the behavior of the 

virtual model and the real kit. 

The virtual model of the high-bay warehouse could be improved by a more complex version 

of 3D model. At the same time, by adding more components to the virtual model, we can create more 

complex systems, for example by connecting with a robotic arm and other Fischertechnik kits to 

create an automated line in the virtual reality. 
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Abstract:    

 

This paper describes the design and C99 implementation of a free and open-source Low-Density Pari-

ty-Check (LDPC) codes encoder and decoder focused primarily on the Quasi-Cyclic LDPC (QC-

LDPC) codes utilized in the IEEE 802.11ax-2021 (Wi-Fi 6) and IEEE 802.16-2017 (WiMAX) stand-

ards. The encoder is designed in two variants: the first one universal, the other a minimal memory us-

age design. The decoder provides a single- and multi- threaded implementation of the layered single-

scan min-sum LDPC decoding algorithm both for floating point and fixed-point arithmetic. Both en-

coder and decoder are directly callable from MATLAB using the provided MEX wrappers but are de-

signed to be simply used in any C project. A comparison of throughput and error performance with the 

recent commercial closed-source MEX implementation of an LDPC encoder and decoder introduced 

in MATLAB R2021b Communications Toolbox is provided. Source code portability to alternative non-

x86 architectures is facilitated by using only the standard C99 constructs, GNU tools, and POSIX li-

braries. The implementation maintains low-memory requirements, enabling its deployment in a con-

strained-architecture in the context of Internet of Things. All source codes are freely available on 

GitHub under a permissive BSD license. 
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Layered decoding, LDPC direct encoding, MEX, min-sum decoding, QC-LDCP codes. 
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Introduction  
 

After the introduction of the QC-LDPC codes in [1] and the desired direct-encoding [2] cal-

culated using the sparse parity check matrix H without needing the code generator matrix G, QC-

LDPC codes have been an integral part of modern communication standards for some time now. 

This ranges from IEEE 802.16 [3], through IEEE 802.11ax [4,5], DVB-S2 [6] up to the latest 5G 

3GPP Release 17 TS 38.212 [7], and even the wired networking Ethernet IEEE 802.3 standard [8]. 

Because of their faster decoding, the ultra-high speed 200 Gbps and 400 Gbps IEEE 802.3-2018 

prescribe the use of Reed Solomon (RS) codes [9] to fit the strict latency constraints. Even though 

the RS codes don’t reach the exceptional near-capacity-limit error performance of LDPC, the re-

search in this complementary area is still ongoing [10]. Arguably the most sophisticated LDPC 

designs are presented in the CCSDS specifications, such as [11] and [12], with intense research 

activity ongoing: Recent papers [13], [14], [15], propose novel hardware encoders, for the CCSDS 

standard QC-LDPC codes, achieving acceleration primarily by restructuring encoder structure and 

utilizing parallelism. [16] provides a comparison of several hard- and soft-decision decoding algo-

rithms for the CCSDS defined (128512, 64256) QC-LDPC code, 
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while [17] deals with potential energy saving in a satellite link. [18] describes how the Au-

tomorphism Ensemble Decoding (AED) can be enabled for QC-LDPC codes to improve error per-

formance for codes with shorter N (128 to 256) used in Wi-Fi, 5G, and CCSDS specifications and 

[19] compares the Belief propagation, Min-Sum and Neural Normalized Min-Sum (N-NMS) de-

coding performance in the context of line product codes (LPC) also defined by the CCSDS. [20] 

deals with modifying existing LDPC codes to incorporate desired run length properties and [21] 

presents a mathematical framework for constructing QC-LDPC codes with desired girth, providing 

examples based on the CCSDS-defined protographs. 

In any case, the LDPC codes have evolved to become ubiquitous in almost all broadband 

wireless technologies. Implementations of encoders and decoders are also plentiful [22] - [26], with 

[27] giving an exhaustive overview of even more. These are all, however, hardware implementa-

tions: either ASIC designs intended to be integrated into modems, or FPGA-based. Complementing 

these are pure software implementations available at GitHub: [28] provides universal encod-

er/decoder C++ implementations, but doesn’t include the practical, standard-specified H matrix 

designs. [29] provides the IEEE802.11 codes and separate MATLAB and C encoder/decoder im-

plementations. [30] focuses on CCSDS LDPC codes and provides a MATLAB implementation. In 

[31] a C++ implementation defines a SIMD-acceleration using the AVX-512 vectorized arithmetic 

focused on the DVB-S2 and DVB-T2 standard. [32] provides a MATLAB implementation for the 

5G New Radio TS38.212 encoder and decoder. [33] is an older C implementation focused on edu-

cation with no standard H matrix designs, and [34] describes the results for a SIMD-accelerated 

x86-specific C++ encoder/decoder implementation using the Intel compiler and the optimized Math 

Kernel Library with focus on the CCSDS and DVB-S2 LDPC codes. 

The common denominator of all these implementations is the lack of integration of fast 

C/C++ code (if available) with MATLAB. This integration is important, since it is impractical to 

write whole simulations in C or maintain two parallel (and potentially functionally different) ver-

sions for MATLAB and C/C++. The obvious solution would be the utilization of fast C/C++ code 

in MATLAB by implementing MEX-file wrappers that allow calling such a method directly from 

MATLAB. Such implementation exists as a commercial closed-source product and is part of the 

Communications Toolbox. In fact, the LDCP codes in MATLAB have a history on their own: the 

first introduction of LDPC in MATLAB came in 2007 in the form of the dvbs2ldpc() function, 

still available today. In 2012 the comm.LDPCDecoder and comm.gpu.LDPCDecoder system 

objects were introduced in R2012a [35], with the former now deprecated and replaced by the uni-

versal ldpcDecode() function, complemented by ldpcEncode(), both being new improved 

and optimized implementations introduced only recently in R2021b [36]. These come with the abil-

ity to expand practical QC-LDPC prototype matrices to sparse H matrices, but the task of obtaining 

the prototype matrices is left to the user. The implementations are available as binary MEX mod-

ules only, so it is hard to infer what advanced optimizations were made. Furthermore, for a re-

searcher, who would like to test potential modifications to the encoding/decoding algorithms, while 

evaluating practical LDPC codes used in modern standards, such closed-source implementations 

are of little use. 

This is where our implementation comes to play: it provides a relatively fast C99 implemen-

tation of a QC-LDPC encoder and decoder that can be integrated into any C project, directly con-

taining practical LDPC codes utilized in the IEEE802.11ax-2021 [4] (actually defined in the earlier 

IEEE802.11-2020 specification [5]) and IEEE 802.16-2017 standards, while also providing MEX 

wrappers and supporting functions for seamless MATLAB integration for statistical evaluation of 

waterfall curves. Everything is available as completely free and open source code under the permis-

sive BSD license. To facilitate portability, and even a potential ARM platform compatibility, no 

external libraries, such as the optimized Intel MKL, or ISA-specific constructs, such as intrinsics, 

were used.  
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next section contains a brief recap of the 

QC-LDPC codes design along with some important specific parameters of the practical codes used 

in IEEE802.11ax and IEEE802.16-2017. The second section recaps the direct encoding algorithm 

and the fourth describes the two encoder implementations: one universal and another designed with 

minimal memory requirements in mind. These can be switched at compile-time. The next section 

then recaps the design and describes our implementation of the layered single-scan min-sum de-

coder algorithm, while the sixth section provides some thoughts on a fixed point arithmetic decoder 

design. The sixth section provides an error performance evaluation in the form of waterfall curves, 

along with the comparison of throughput of various decoder setups in contrast to the existing 

MATLAB Communications Toolbox implementation. The last section concludes the paper. 

 

 

1  LDPC Codes in Modern Standards 
 

Discovered by Gallager [37], the LDPC codes are linear block codes (LBC) with basic pa-

rameters [ N, K ] defined by their sparse parity check matrix H. The code generator matrix GK × N 

can be derived from HM × N (defining: M = N – K and code rate R = K / N) , but it will unlikely be 

sparse and therefore unsuitable for practical high-throughput encoding. The encoding using the G 

matrix is, however, described very simply by multiplication of the data word – the vector i of 

length K bits by G to obtain the codeword c of length N. For a systematic code, the systematic part 

s of the codeword is a subvector of c equal to i. We may denote: 
 

1 1 1 1 ,N K M K K N     = =  = c s p i G s i      (1) 

 

The sparsity of the large H matrix not only provides for the excellent error correction 

properties of LDPC codes, it also allows for an efficient storage of H in memory: instead of using 

an array of size M × N, only the indices of ones need to be stored. Throughout the rest of the paper 

we will use n for the column index (also known as the variable node index in soft-decoding con-

text) and m for the row index of H (also known as the check-node index). Then for each n ∈ { 1, 2, 

…, N } the set of row indices of ones in a given column of H may be called neighborhood of n and 

denoted M(n) while for each m ∈{ 1, 2,…, M } the N(m) represents the set of column indices of 

ones in a given row m. Any sparse binary matrix H can be stored in a memory efficient way as an 

array of arrays M(n), or array of arrays N(m). The number of elements of g(m) = |N(m)| may be 

called the degree of row m, while the symbol f(n) = |M(n)| denotes the degree of column n. For 

practical irregular LDPC codes, the g(m) and f(n) are not constant over m and n, and their average 

and maximum values are of interest. 

 

b

b

b b b b

0,0 0,1 0, 1

1,0 1,1 1, 1

1,0 1,1 1, 1

N

N

M M M N

−

−

− − − −

 
 
 

=  
 
  

P P P

P P P
H

P P P

    (2) 

 

The subclass of practical QC-LDPC codes used in communications standards [3-5] was 

deliberately constructed with such structure of the H matrix that allows for the encoding process to 

be completely and efficiently implemented directly using H. As shown in (2), the very large binary 

sparse matrix H is designed as a block matrix consisting of a grid of submatrices Pi,j of size Z × Z.  
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Each of the submatrices may be a zero matrix or a permuted identity matrix, with the only allowed 

permutation being a cyclic shift, resulting with Pi,j circulant and sometimes called a cyclic shift 

matrix. 

The constraints on Pi,j allow for a compressed representation of H in a form of a model 

matrix Hbm of size Mb × Nb (denoting Mb = Nb – Kb) where each element Hbm(i, j) represents the 

circulant permutation matrix Pi,j and N = Nb × Z, K = Kb × Z. By convention the value of Hbm(i, j) 

equal to -1 represent a zero submatrix Pi,j, value 0 an identity submatrix, and any positive number 

represents identity matrix circularly shifted by Hbm(i, j). The compressed Hbm matrices are then 

directly specified by the standards with different model matrices defined for each codeword length 

N, as in [5], or common structure for the largest value of N given along with a corresponding trans-

formation for all other supported values of N, as in [3]. In all cases the large sparse binary matrix H 

is obtained from Hbm by expanding each element of Hbm to a square matrix of size Z. For both 

standards of interest, the H matrices share further similarity: The Hbm can be further partitioned to  

three submatrices as follows (using the notation from [3]): 

 
1 ( 1)b b b b b b b b b b bM N M K M M M K M M K      −   = =   bm b1 b2 b1 b b2'H H H H h H  (3) 

 

In terms of submatrix indexing the submatrices Hb1, hb and Hb2’ may be defined as: 

 

[0,1,..., 1;0,1,..., 1]b bM K= − −b1 bmH H     (4) 

[0,1,..., 1; ]b bM K= −b bmh H       (5) 

2' [0,1,..., 1; 1,..., 1]b b bM K N= − + −b bmH H     (6) 

 

where hb is the first column of matrix Hb2. We use the a slightly mathematically imprecise indexing 

starting at zero instead of one. We do this in order to be compatible with the indexing defined in the 

standard [3]. 

The direct encoding algorithm further requires that the column vector hb has a special 

structure containing two paired (equal) values in the first and last position and a single positive 

value among the remaining positions. All other elements are set to –1 indicating later expansion to  

zero matrices. This structure is required for the direct encoding described in later sections. Also 

required is the structure of the submatrix Hb2’ , where two zero diagonals within an all –1 matrix in 

Hb2’ translate to double diagonal expanded submatrix of H. Equation (7) shows the example struc-

ture of hb and Hb2’ for Nb = 24, Kb = 18 for the R = 3/4  QC-LDPC code defined in [3]: 

6 6 6 1 6 5

0 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 1 1 1

1 0 0 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 0

  

 − − − −    
    
− − − −    

    − − −
 = =       − − − −    

    − − − −
    

− − − −     

b2 b b2'

0

80
H h H

0

 (7) 

Both standards specify a set of supported code rates and codeword sizes that further influ-

ence the design of encoder and decoder implementation. Parameters for the IEEE 802.11ax stand-

ard are summarized in (Tab.1), while the IEEE802.16-2017 is summarized in (Tab.2). 
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Table 1. Data word size K, codeword size N, and expansion factor Z for the IEEE 802.11ax. 

Word sizes divisible by 8 bits are shown in bold. 

N(bit) Z(bit) K (bit) 

R=1/2 R=2/3 R=3/4 R=4/5 

648 27 324 432 486 540 

1296 54 648 864 972 1080 

1944 81 972 1296 1458 1620 

 

It is important to note that different sections of the Wi-Fi 6 standard define several different 

LDPC codes and that different versions of each standard may share some LDPC codes. In this sec-

tion we will deal with the codes defined in the IEEE 802.11-2020 [5], since these provide the long-

est codeword sizes and best error correcting capabilities. These are then also reused in the more 

recent standard version IEEE 802.11ax-2021 [4]. 

As show in (Tab.1), all codeword lengths N are multiples of 8 bits. This is not true for all 

data word sizes K. The expansion factor (or subblock size) Z is deliberately chosen to take on val-

ues 27, 54 or 81, clearly with the implementation of a hardware encoder in the form of specifically 

designed ASIC circuit in mind. As discussed in later sections, this design choice will complicate a 

memory optimized C implementation. In terms of alignment of bits to blocks easily fitting standard 

C data types, a slightly better situation is with the IEEE802.16-2017 standard, shown in (Tab.2), 

where all data words and all codewords fit the 8bit-in-a-byte storage. Also depicted are all the pos-

sible values of the subblock size Z. Starting at 24 and incrementing by 4 up to 96, 10 out of the total 

19 values are divisible by 8, facilitating an optimized binary encoder implementation. Values 32, 

64, and 96 enable further optimization by using wider native C types. 

 

Table 2. Data word size K, codeword size N, and subblock size Z for the IEEE 802.16-2017 standard. 

All data and codewords lengths in bits are multiples of 8. Only half of the Zs are divisible by 8, 

while all data word sizes fit a 8bit-in-a-byte storage. Z factors divisible by 8 are show in bold. 

N(bit) Z(bit) K (Byte) 

R=1/2 R=2/3 R=3/4 R=4/5 

576 24 36 48 54 60 

672 28 42 56 63 70 

768 32 48 64 72 80 

864 36 54 72 81 90 

960 40 60 80 90 100 

1056 44 66 88 99 110 

1152 48 72 96 108 120 

1248 52 78 104 117 130 

1344 56 84 112 126 140 

1440 60 90 120 135 150 

1536 64 96 128 144 160 

1632 68 102 136 153 170 

1728 72 108 144 162 180 

1824 76 114 152 171 190 

1920 80 120 160 180 200 

2016 84 126 168 189 210 

2112 88 132 176 198 220 

2208 92 138 184 207 230 

2304 96 144 192 216 240 
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2  QC-LDPC Direct Encoding 
 

The special structure of the H matrix was designed to allow for the direct encoding algo-

rithm where the encoding of a systematic code uses the H matrix instead of the code generator ma-

trix G. For a practical C encoder implementation the model matrix Hbm is actually used, so the 

large sparse binary H matrix, or even permutation submatrices Pi,j are never actually stored any-

where in memory. Since the multiplication of some subvectors of i of length Z by matrix Pi,j is 

identical in result to cyclic shift, the actual operation to implement as a building block of the en-

coder is the cyclic shift of subvectors of size Z bits by Hbm(i, j) positions. The direct encoder algo-

rithm originally introduced in [38] and described in sufficient detail also in [3] can be summarized 

as follows: 

The information block i (also known as systematic vector s) is divided into Kb blocks of Z 

bits. The grouped i can be denoted as a matrix u, where each element ui is a column vector: 

 

0 1 1[ ]b

b

Z K

Ku u u


−=u       (8) 

1 ( 1) 1[ ]Ti iZ iZ i Zu s s s+ + −=       (9) 

 

The parity sequence p is calculated in blocks of Z bits directly using the matrix Hbm. Again, 

the parity sequence p can be expressed as a matrix in terms of blocks, where each element vi is a 

column vector Z bits long: 

0 1 1[ ]b

b

Z M

Mv v v


−=p       (10) 

1 ( 1) 1[ ]Ti iZ iZ i Zv p p p+ + −=      (11) 

 

The slightly nonstandard notation for vectors ui and vi is used here in order to preserve notation in 

[3]. The encoding is divided into initialization and recursion. First the initialization is defined as 

follows: 

b b

b

1 1
1

0 ( , ) ( , )

0 0

M K

y K i j j

i j

v u
− −

−

= =

 
=  

 
 bm bmH HP P      (12) 

Where Hbm(i, j) is an element of the (potentially scaled) model matrix Hbm, PHbm(i, j) represents the 

circulant permutation matrix, and multiplication by PHbm(i, j) implements the cyclic shift operation 

on subvector uj. The element Hbm(y, Kb) is the only nonnegative element of the subvector hb out-

side of the paired values, as shown in the example in (7) with Hbm(y, Kb) = hb(2) = 80. Note that the 

value of y is different for each Hbm and must be found on-the-fly by the encoder. The inverse per-

mutation P-1 is just a cyclic shift in the opposite direction. All addition/sum operations are per-

formed over GF(2). 

After initialization and successful calculation of v0, the encoder proceeds with itera-

tion/recursion, finding the remaining parity subblocks vi: 
1

1 (0, ) 0 (0, )

0

, 0
b

b

K

K j j

j

v v u i
−

=

= + =bm bmH H
P P     (13) 

1

1 ( , ) 0 ( , )

0

, 0
b

b

K

i i i K i j j

j

v v v u i
−

+

=

= + + bm bmH H
P P     (14) 
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Since the sums terms in (12): 

1

( , ) b

0

, 0... 1
bK

i i j j

j

u i M
−

=

 = − bmH
S P      (15) 

are calculated during the initialization and reused during the iteration, it is advantageous to store 

their values for reuse. Since the elements of Hbm equal to -1 expand to all zero P submatrix, a mul-

tiplication by such a PHbm results to a zero term in sums and may be safely skipped in the imple-

mentation. 

 

 

3  C99 Encoder Implementation 
 

The mathematical definition of the encoder given in the previous section determines the de-

sign of the final C algorithm, while the actual values of code parameters N, K, M, and Z play an 

important role. This paper describes two encoder implementations. The first one is a universal array 

implementation, that supports all combinations of the code parameters, but requires more memory, 

since each bit is actually stored as a C array element (usually but not necessarily an 8bit-wide un-

signed char). The advantage is a simple code, where bit accesses are directly supported by an 

array access operator. The disadvantage for actual transmission systems/modems processing blocks 

of truly binary data is the necessity to expand the data inside the encoder by a factor of 8, so that 

each bit is actually stored in a separate byte. 

The second implementation is a bitmap (or packed-bits) encoder – a true binary encoder in 

that it handles binary data blocks as bitmaps, and accesses bits within bytes by using the bitwise 

operators. While it is possible to implement cyclic shifts even for a subblock of size Z defined in 

the Wi-Fi standard {27, 54, 81}, these require non-byte aligned memory accesses that hurt perfor-

mance. This approach was tried and benchmarked, and the measured low throughput was then a 

reason for not implementing the bitmap encoder for these values of Z. On the other hand, the Wi-

MAX standard provides several code parameters combinations, where all N, K, M, Z are divisible 

by 8 (or by 16 and even 32 and 64) which allows for a clean and fast C implementation with mini-

mal memory requirements.  

All encoder equations (12) - (15) were implemented directly, replacing the multiplication 

Hbm(i, j). uj with a cyclic shift of vector uj by Hbm(i, j)  bit positions and each addition with a bit-

wise XOR. The C language doesn’t directly support a construct that would access the underlying 

ISA rotation instructions, so two linear shifts of a variable are called and combined with a bitwise 

OR operator. This is one of the known drawbacks of the C language [39] and the task of compiling 

the three related C operations into one rotation instruction is left to the compiler. 

Since the encoding algorithm is defined in terms of blocks of bits of size Z, that can span 

several bytes or multibyte words, array indexing and bitwise operators must be combined to im-

plement the circular shift that is the basis of equations (12) - (15). The principle of the memory 

efficient bitmap encoder cyclic shift routine is demonstrated in (Fig.1), where three indices are de-

fined: the bit index IbBL within the block of size Z, the bit index within the word IbW and the index 

IW of the word within the array. Since the array is stored in memory addressed in bytes, the byte 

index IB denotes the byte offset from the start of the array. It may be a convenient, but not neces-

sary to set the word size to contain just one byte, making IW = IB. This choice is made in (Fig.1) for 

the sake of example simplicity. Let wb denote the word size in bits. 

Also depicted in (Fig.1), is the observation that the shift s can be conceptually divided into 

two parts: the shift sw expressed in an integral number of words and the remaining shift of up to wb 

– 1 bits. Shown for selected values of s = 3, 11, 19, all congruent modulo wb = 8, the resulting 
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array elements, although placed on different array positions, are bitwise identical ( [ ] denotes C 

array indexing): Outs=11[1] = Outs=3[0] = Outs=19[2]. 

 

 

Fig.1. The array cyclic shift examples for word size wb = 8 bits, block size Z = 24 and selected shift 

value s = 3; 11; 19. Indices are: index of the bit within the block IbBL, of the bit within the word IbW, 

of the word IW in the array, and the byte offset from the start of the array IB (now same as IW)). 

 

The arbitrary cyclic shift by s positions can be represented as s = sw . wb + sb where sw = 

div(s, wb) is the partial rotation of the array in whole words (array elements) and sb = mod(s, wb) 

the residual rotation in bits (using standard integer division and modulo operations). Clearly sb < 

wb. This division serves the purpose of efficient implementation by a combination of two opera-

tions: First the whole array is shifted by sb bits in a way where two successive array elements are 

combined together into a resulting array element using bitwise operations and where the last array 

element is also used as the element preceding the first one. Then the rest of the shift of the array by 

sw words is implemented by reshuffling whole array using modulo indexing. These two steps can 

be combined together into a single scan of the input array. Algorithm A1 provides the resulting 

algorithm implementing an arbitrary bit shift on an array where zw is the number of words in array, 

and Z = zw . wb. 

 

Algorithm A1: 
 

sW = shift / wb ;     //shift in words 

sb = shift % wb ;     //remaining bits 

prevSW = A[ ZW - 1 ] ;   //previous word 

for( i = 0 ; i < ZW ; i++ ){  

j = ( i + sW ) % ZW ;  //DST word index 

curSW = A[ i ] ;    //source word 

hi = prevSW << wb - sb ; 

lo = curSW >> sb ; 

B[ j ] = hi | lo ;   //bitwise OR 

prevSW = A[ i ] ; 

} 

 

This algorithm is effective and works for any shift size s = 1to Z – 1. With the important 

limitation of the block size Z equal to a multiple of the word size wb. This algorithm will therefore 

be directly used for encoding half of the supported codeword sizes defined by the WIMAX stand-

ard, while being completely unsuitable for Wi-Fi 6.  
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4  Universal LDPC Decoder 
 

In our LDPC decoder implementation, the algorithm choice was motivated by our efforts to 

produce an ideally exact, or at least practically close approximation of the decoding results ob-

tained when using the widely popular but proprietary MATLAB decoder provided by the 

ldpcDecode() function of the MATLAB R2021b Communications Toolbox . This determined 

the algorithm choice to be the time proven min-sum algorithm defined in [40,41], which provides 

high throughput and is a good approximation to the much more computationally demanding poste-

rior Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR)-based Belief Propagation algorithm [42]. To save memory, the 

single-scan version of the min-sum algorithm, as described in [43] was implemented, more specifi-

cally the layered version with faster convergence as described in [44]. Two versions of the decoder 

were implemented: one using floating point arithmetic – the 32-bit float C type, and another, 

slightly faster and more memory efficient, fixed point arithmetic decoder, where the LLR approxi-

mations were stored as 16-bit short int values. 

The paper by Huang [43] provides a concise overview of the min-sum algorithm, together 

with detailed description of its memory optimized single-scan improvement. Both algorithm vari-

ants are briefly summed up here: For a Gaussian channel and binary (BPSK) modulation, let xn be 

the n-th transmitted bit, nn the sample of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), and yn the sam-

ple in the receiver. The modulation and channel transfer can be then described by (16) and the soft-

decoding min-sum algorithm works with the LLR metric Zn, defined by (17): 

 

( 2 1)n n ny x n= − + +        (16) 

(0) 2( 0 / )
ln 2 /

( 1/ )

n n
n n

n n

p x y
Z y

p x y


=
= =

=
     (17) 

 

where the 2 is the channel variance (may be omitted in the min-sum implementation) and the su-

perscript (k) indicates the iteration number. Each of the iteration implements the following steps: 

1. The horizontal scan – the check node update: 

For each m and each N(m) calculate the check node message Lmn, based on the variable 

node messages Zmn coming from all incident variable nodes except the output one (with 

index n). 

( )( ) ( ) ( )

' '
' ( )\

' ( )\

min sgnk k k

mn mn mn
n N m n

n N m n

L Z Z




=        (18) 

2. The vertical scan - the variable node update: 

For each n and each M(n) calculate the variable node message Zmn coming from all inci-

dent check nodes, except the output one (with index m). 
( ) (0) ( )

'

' ( )\

k k

mn n m n

m M n m

Z Z L


= +       (19) 

3. For each n and each M(n) calculate the posterior LLR estimate Zn
(k): 

( ) (0) ( )

( )

k k

n n mn

m M n

Z Z L


= +        (20) 
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4. Hard decision and termination: 

For each codeword position n calculate the bit estimate (21) and if the orthogonality with 

the H matrix condition is satisfied: Hx̂ = 0, terminate the decoding. 
( )

( ) 0, if 0;

1, otherwise

k

k n

n

Z
x

 
= 


       (21) 

The values of Zmn are initialized by received channel samples: Zmn
(0) := Zn

(0) and (19) can be 

easily rewritten using (20): 
( ) ( ) ( )k k k

mn n mnZ Z L= −       (22) 

The single-scan min-sum algorithm modification takes advantage of the following obser-

vation: when eq. (18) is applied to a vector of values, the resulting vector only contains elements 

with two possible magnitudes: the minimum of the input elements, and the second minimum. If 

signs are stored separately from magnitudes, compressed as a bitmap in a single word, this proper-

ty, exploited by the algorithm design in [43], can be used to drastically reduce the decoder memory 

requirements. For example, the maximum check node degree for the Wi-Fi 6 code R = 5/6 is 

max(g(m)) = 20, so this optimization provides a saving of 18 magnitudes for each check 

node.Furthermore, as described in [43], only the check node messages Lmn need to be stored, im-

mediately lowering memory requirements by almost 50%. Equation (18) can combined with (22) 

and rewritten as: 
( ) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)

' '
' ( )\

' ( )\

min sgn( )k k k k k

mn n mn n mn
n N m n

n N m n

L Z L Z L− − − −




= −  −  (23) 

To reduce the number of iterations necessary for obtaining the desired BER, a further 

modification of the computation – the layered decoding described in [44] was implemented. With-

out an in-depth description we can summarize it in the following way: The horizontal scan in (23) 

is not performed on each of the M check nodes in a single loop, but is organized in tiers - groups of 

check nodes of size Z block-rows of matrix H. The calculations of (20), (22) and (23) are then in-

terleaved during each decoder iteration (k): (23) is evaluated for a block of Z rows/checks, after 

which the updated values Zn are used in evaluation of (20) and (22) which in turn updates the inputs 

for the check nodes calculation (23) of the next tier. The algorithm then consists of two embedded 

iterations: the inner one alternating between the horizontal and vertical step, and the outer iteration 

over the Mb groups of check nodes/rows. These are sometimes denoted as super-iterations. 

 

 

5  Fixed Point Implementation 
 

For potential use of the LDPC decoder in constrained systems, especially with memory sav-

ing in mind, we also implemented a fixed-point arithmetic decoder, by default using the int16_t 

exact-width integer data type, introduced in C99 for the min-sum algorithm metrics. This usually 

but not necessarily compiles to short int. Because the decoding algorithm only uses the mini-

mum, plus and minus operations, the fixed-point arithmetic can further be simplified by simply 

mapping of floating point values to an integer range. Our choice of the 16-bit representation is 

much wider than the various 8- and even fewer bits used in decoders described in literature, but the 

implementation is fully parametrized, so it is in theory easy to switch to a narrower 8bit representa-

tion. It is important to note that, when using narrow integer types, MATLAB uses a saturating 

arithmetic to minimize errors coming from signal values higher than the maximum level, while the 

standard C arithmetic uses the faster native wrap-around (or overflow) arithmetic. 
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Since it would be costly to check for overflow every time an addition is made, the primary 

way used in our implementation is to use a wider storage than necessary. In the case of the 16bit 

short int16_t C type, the floating point LLR values are actually sampled as QB bit integers, with 

the default value of QB = 10.With an extra sign bit, this effectively defines an 11bit signed range 

from -1023 to 1023. These values are stored within 16bit integers, leaving the 5 most significant 

bits free so when values accumulate during the min-sum algorithm operation, the overflow occur-

rences will be reasonably rare and not catastrophically effect the resulting BER. Logically we can 

expect this negative effect to be stronger with a growing number of summation elements, therefore 

codes with smaller rate should be affected more. This is confirmed in the results section. 

In order to support memory constrained architectures, three different configurations with 

different memory requirements can be defined: Config A – a completely universal and memory 

unconstrained implementation, will be useful for MATLAB simulations. It supports all of the 

LDPC code parameters defined in (Tab.1) and (Tab.2) with an array encoder and floating point 

decoder. Config B present a memory-constrained implementation: a bitmap encoder and fixed-

point decoder. It supports only a subset of compatible code (N, K) parameters, more specifically the 

half of the WiMAX code parameters, shown in bold in (Tab.2). Config C will be a minimal 

memory implementation with only one of the LDPC code parameters: N = 576 and R = 1/2 sup-

ported. (Tab.3) gives an overview of the memory requirements for all three implementations: 

 
Table 3. Rounded memory requirements for various configurations in Bytes. 

Configuration ENC [B] DEC [B] 
Total  

[KiB rounded] 

Config A 4896 162 432 164 

Config B 864 84 096 83 

Config C 240 10 080 11 

 

An important aspect of our implementation is the seamless integration with MATLAB. 

While writing whole simulations in C is possible, and may provide very high throughput, the flexi-

bility of MATLAB as a tool for rapid prototyping and testing of potential modifications to existing 

algorithms makes it an indispensable platform. Out of all the implementations available online [28] 

- [32] none provides both C-language implementation with its performance, and also MATLAB 

integration. The user can, however, sometimes choose between one of the two. Our implementation 

fills this niche in that it implements a C encoder and decoder that can be directly used in an actual 

communication system, while also allowing to run them unchanged from within the MATLAB 

environment. To achieve this, separate C source files implement the necessary MEX wrappers that 

make the encoder and decoder functions callable from MATLAB. All code is written in the C99 

dialect supporting the portable representation of exact width integer types and tested with the GNU 

c99 command, along with g++. If necessary, the encapsulation of functions to C++ objects should 

be a simple task. 

For both encoder and decoder the necessary buffers are defined as statically allocated ar-

rays and the important code parameters are written as constants (preprocessor macros) in an auto-

matically generated header file ldpc.h and source file ldpc.c. This enables for a simple and 

readable code, where the analogy with the underlying mathematical equations is clearly visible. 

Furthermore, this design facilitates the shift of C code optimizations to the compiler, where they 

belong. The compilation to MEX file is done from inside the running MATLAB environment, and 

appropriate functions are provided to make this process completely transparent to the user, i. e. the 

user only has to call the provided functions, and doesn’t need to care about the details of compila-

tion. 
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Since many parameters are compiled in, there are some limitations to current usage: the 

adaptive change of code parameters during the simulation of an Adaptive Coding and Modulation 

(ACM) systems is not yet implemented, but is still possible. All that needs to be done is to call the 

compilation function at the beginning of simulation several times, one for each parameter set, and 

specify slightly different names for the resulting MEX modules. The m-file wrapper would then 

need to be extended to call a different MEX module for different code parameters. No C code mod-

ification would be needed for this extension 

 

 

6  BER and Throughput Analysis 
 

6.1  BER Evaluation 

 

We evaluated the error correcting capabilities of our implementation for the QC-LDPC 

codes used in IEEE 802.11ax and IEEE 802.16-2017 communication standards using the classic 

approach of Monte-Carlo simulation producing the waterfall curve for the AWGN channel. The 

whole communication chain: LDPC encoder, channel and LDPC decoder was evaluated alongside 

the commercial Communication toolbox LDPC implementation introduced in recent MATLAB 

version R2021b (denoted further as COM). As shown in (Fig.2) with curves for selected code pa-

rameters, the error performance of our floating point implementation is visually indistinguishable 

from the toolbox implementation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. a) (left) Error performance for the Wi-Fi 6 R = 1/2 LDPC N = 1944 for maximum 10 

decoder iterations along with the MATLAB Communications toolbox R2021b LDPC 

implementation (plus marker). Our floating point (diamond) result closely copies the COM 

implementation, fixed point decoder (star) shows some expected penalty. b) (right) Results for the 

IEEE 802.11-2020 defined LDPC codes for N = 1944 and maximum of 10 decoder iterations, Code 

rates R = 1/2 (diamond), R = 2/3 (x), R = 3/4 (o) and R = 5/6 (+).  
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As expected, the memory-constrained fixed point decoder (Config B) introduces an approx-

imately 0,1 dB penalty. This effect is most visible for larger values of N and smaller code rates 

where the eq. (22) sums over large number of parity-check matrix rows; 972 rows for the code with 

results shown in (Fig.2). For smaller N  = 576 and higher R = 5/6, the fixed-point decoder curve is 

getting even closer to the floating point implementation. During all the simulations at least 10000 

errors were collected for each data point on the waterfall curve. 

(Fig.2b) provides a comparison of results for various code rates defined for the N = 1944 

LDPC code used in Wi-Fi 6, and (Tab.4) gives another perspective on the similarities of our im-

plementation (MEX) and the existing closed-source implementation (COM). Along with the num-

ber of simulated bit transfers a direct comparison of the resulting absolute number of errors after 

decoding is given. More important relative error between the COM and MEX implementation is 

calculated (denoted ). 

 
Table 4. The average number of iterations (nIter), number of decoded bits (in thousands), absolute number of 

errors of the commercial decoder (#E-COM) and our open source implementation (#E-MEX). 

Eb/N0 nIter Kbit #E-

COM 

#E-

MEX 
% 

1.00 8.00 1152 131 877 131 873 3.03e-3 

1.20 7.99 3456 313 767 313 768 3.19e-4 

1.40 7.93 5760 346 651 346 651 0.0 

1.60 7.73 8064 241 298 241 300 8.29e-4 

1.80 7.17 10368 97 798 97 794 4.10e-3 

2.00 6.36 12672 23 731 23 732 4.20e-3 

 

As shown in the last column of (Tab.4), in terms of number of errors after decoding, the im-

plementations give practically the same results. This is also true for the average number of decoder 

iterations, denoted nIter, so only the value for the MEX decoder is shown. 
 

6.2  Throughput Evaluation 

 

Since the LDPC decoder is by far the most computationally intensive task in our simula-

tions, throughput evaluation was focused on the decoder function. Several different single- and 

multi-threaded decoder configurations were evaluated and throughput compared to the optimized 

MATLAB R2021b ldpcDecode() implementation (denoted as COM). Two x86-64 platforms 

were compared: MATLAB R2021b on Ubuntu 18.04LTS running on an 8 core/16 thread Intel Core 

i7-9800X CPU at 3.80GHz with Skylake-X architecture supporting the AVX-512 instruction set 

extension, and MATLABR2022a on Ubuntu 20.04LTS running on an 16 core/32 thread AMD 

Ryzen 9 5950X Processor. 

(Tab.5) summarizes the data-bits throughput of the decoder for the WIMAX QC-LDPC 

code with rate R = 5/6, and codeword size N = 2304. Data were processed in blocks of 10 code-

words per thread and the decoder was always set to perform a fixed number of 10 iterations in or-

der to prevent comparing runtimes with varying iteration numbers. 32-bit floating point and 16-bit 

fixed point (integer) implementations were evaluated along with two different multithreading ap-

proaches: The first, more straightforward, implementation spawns worker threads each time the 

MEX function is run by MATLAB and destroys them during the same call, just after the block is 

decoded. This is denoted in (Tab.5) with the suffix: simple. A more sophisticated method, denoted 

as MTX, starts the worker threads once and then synchronizes to them each time the decoder MEX 

function is called by using POSIX thread conditional variables and mutexes. 
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Table 5. Throughput comparison for two CPUs: AMD and Intel, single- and multi-threaded implementation, 

floating- and fixed- point decoder, Commercial LDPC implementation (COM), and our implementation 

(MEX). MTX denotes a more sophisticated thread synchronization implementation using POSIX mutexes. 

LDPC Decoder implementation / CPU 
Throughput 

[Mbps] 

1 MEX float, single thread, Intel 1.61 

2 MEX fixed, single thread Intel 2.15 

3 COM single thread, Intel 2.62 

4 MEX float, 16 thread simple, Intel 11.19 

5 MEX float, 16 thread MTX, Intel 12.40 

6 MEX fixed, 16 thread simple, Intel 13.19 

7 MEX fixed, 16 thread MTX, Intel 13.44 

8 COM Multi thread, Intel 2.10 

9 MEX float, single thread, AMD 2.45 

10 MEX fixed, single thread AMD 3.70 

11 COM single thread, AMD 3.64 

12 MEX float, 32 thread simple, AMD 36.46 

13 MEX float, 32 thread MTX, AMD 37.76 

14 
MEX fixed, 32 thread simple, 

AMD 
40.35 

15 MEX fixed, 32 thread MTX, AMD 43.95 

16 COM Multithreaded, AMD 3.33 

17 CLI float, single thread AMD 6.31 

 

As shown on lines 1 to 3, and 9 to 11 our single-threaded implementation reaches only 

about 60% of the otherwise equivalent Communications Toolbox function. This is not surprising, 

given the fact that the LDPC decoder in MATLAB is now a mature optimized implementation, 

which is only available as a closed-source MEX file. It is hard to infer what optimizations, such as 

the use of intrinsics or the optimized Intel MKL library, were made. Our implementation relies on 

the standard C99 language constructs only, which brings some throughput penalty but facilitates 

portability. The fixed point implementation improves the throughput slightly while sacrificing 

some error performance. 

Since modern CPUs have been using many cores for a long time, the multi-threaded im-

plementation is actually the one that matters. Here the advantage of our approach lies in the ability 

to fine-tune the number of threads that the user can specify explicitly, compared to the On/Off set-

ting in the toolbox function. Lines 4 to 7 and 12 to 15 compare various multithreaded implementa-

tions on Intel and AMD platforms. The comparison with the toolbox function is given on lines 8 

and 16, showing the throughput of the multithreaded version of the ldpcDecode() method to be 

an order of magnitude lower than of our implementation. The low throughput of the multithreaded 

toolbox decoder is somewhat surprising, and may indicate a bug in the implementation, potentially 

fixed in some later toolbox release. The actual use of multiple threads was checked by the OS-built-

in system monitor utility. 

What’s a bit disappointing is the almost negligible throughput improvement of the more 

sophisticated MTX design, where the worker threads are running (or waiting) in parallel to the 

main MATLAB thread, and are synchronized to the main thread by means of POSIX conditional 

variables and mutexes. As shown in rows 5, 7, 13, 15 of (Tab.5), these actually represent so much 

overhead that such implementation, with its greatly complicated design, bring negligible benefit 

relative to the simple implementation shown in rows 4, 6, 12, and 14.  

For more insight into how much the MATLAB environment affects performance, a com-

mand line version of the benchmark was run, compiled by the GNU c99 CLI compiler. The result 

shown on line 17 of (Tab.5) indicate more than double the performance.  
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Conclusion 
 

In this paper we described the details of our QC-LDPC encoder and universal LDPC decod-

er C99 implementations, which focus on (but are not limited to) the modern LDPC codes defined in 

the IEEE 802.11-2020 and IEEE 802.16-2017 standards. We provided error performance evalua-

tion results comparable to a state-of-the art closed-source implementation provided by the 

MATLAB R2021b Communications Toolbox, along with comparison of throughput of various 

configurations on Intel and AMD platforms. The complete source code of the C99 encoder and 

decoder, along with MATLAB MEX wrappers and supporting MATLAB scripts are freely availa-

ble at our GitHub page [46] published under a permissive BSD license. 
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NEURAL-GENETIC CONTROL ALGORITHM 

FOR TWO-LINK ROBOT 
 

Slavomír Kajan, Štefan Kozák 

 

 
Abstract: 

 

This paper deals with soft state control of non-linear dynamic model – robot. Soft methods based on 

neural networks and genetic algorithms demonstrate powerful problem solving ability. They are based 

on quite simple principles, but take advantage of their mathematical nature: non-linear iteration com-

putation solutions. One of the ways of control of such non-linear systems is the use of neural networks 

as an effective controllers. In this paper a new methodology is proposed, where for neural controller 

structures and parameters are computed by the genetic algorithm (GA). The proposed approach is rep-

resents by direct neural controller using multilayer perceptron (MLP) network in feedback tracking 

control loop. The training method using GA allows find optimal adjustment of neural network weights 

so that high performance is obtained. The proposed control method is realized in Matlab/Simulink and 

demonstrated on typical non-linear systems (two-link robot). 

 

Keywords: 

 

Genetic algorithm (GA), MLP network, neural controller (NC), neural network, 

non-linear dynamic system, robot model. 

 

ACM Computing Classification System: 

 

Evolutionary algorithms, Artificial intelligence, Control systems. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

During the past decade there has been an intense interest in developing the soft computing meth-

ods (SCM) and techniques for a wide variety of scientific and engineering applications. The process 

control research in this area has been largely concerned with four SCM methods: knowledge-based sys-

tems, neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms and various combinations of these techniques. In 

recent years, different fuzzy logic models are developed to cope with nonlinearities and uncertainties in 

many industrial systems. The fuzzy and neural models are mainly used to model system with complex 

physical structure. Soft computing methods can be used to optimize model parameters over a full range 

of input–output data. In recent years, genetic algorithm (GA) is widely used as an optimization method 

for training and adaptation of parameters in dynamical system. In many cases, the GA techniques are 

integrated in fuzzy logic and neural network structure as suitable optimization approach. GAs have many 

advantages over the conventional optimization methods. It does not require a complete system model 

and can be employed to globally search for the optimal solution. In literature as well as in practice appli-

cations of control systems occur, which are using artificial neural networks. The multilayer perceptron 

(MLP) neural network has good properties for direct control of non-linear systems (Chaozing Z., 1998). 
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For control of some classes of non-linear dynamical systems with advantage neural controllers 

(NC) are used. The neural network can be applied as a direct controller. It can emulate expert or another 

type of controller, it can be direct inverse controller, neuro-predictive controller or direct controller. 

The main goal of this paper is to present an approach to the state control of an industrial robot 

using neural network and genetic algorithm. We know that the robots are characterized by a complex 

non-linear dynamical structure with un-modelled dynamics and unstructured uncertainties. These fea-

tures make the designing of controllers for the robots a difficult task in the framework of state control. 

For the design of robot control are often used optimal control, linear-quadratic and neural control ap-

proaches. This article deals with last named type which is optimized by genetic algorithms. 

 

 

1  Dynamic Model of Robot 

 

We shall consider the robot with the kinematics structure by (Fig.1), the dynamic model of 

which is described in the state space: 
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where 21   , mmmmmmm brrrzb ++=+=  

mz = 35 kg, is the mass of the weight, 

m1 = 52 kg, is the mass of the grasp head and part of the arm, 

mrr= 62.5 kg, is reduced mass of the gear, 

m2 = 78 kg, is the mass of the servomotors of the arm. 

 

K1 = 281 Nm, K2 = 291 Nm  are constants of the operational values.  

 

( ) 2

043223 rmmmII r +++=  

 

Ir = 82.5 kgm2 is reduced torque of the inertia of the electric servo-motor and the gear box. 

 

m3 = 90 kg, m4 = 125 kg, r0 = 250 mm  

 

The elements of the state vector are: 

 

x1 = r[m];  x2 = r [m.s-1] 

x3 = [rad];  x4 =  [rad.s-1] 

 

u1(t) and u2(t) are control action variables 

 

where r  is translation of the arm. 

    is rotation of the arm ( )2,0  
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Fig.1. The kinematic scheme of the robot. 

 

 

2  Neural Genetic Control Algorithm 

 

In (Fig.2) the scheme of the neural control (NC) with optimisation of controller parameters 

using genetic algorithm is depicted.  The main aim of euro-genetic control is computation of control-

ler law parameters subject to the constraints and objective function defined by (3). 

Fig.2. Block scheme of the neural – genetic control system. 
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3.1 Neural Controller 

 

Consider, the neural controller is represented by a multi-layer perceptron network (MLP) with 

a single hidden layer. This type of neural network is able to approximate any type of a arbitrally 

continuous non-linear function. The scheme of the proposed neural controller is shown in (Fig.3). 

 

 
 

Fig.3. Scheme of the neural controller. 

 

The inputs, states and output variables are the neural network are: 

 

- the control errors e1(t) and e2(t),                       e1(t)= w1(t)- x1(t) and e2(t)= w2(t)- x3(t) 

- output process variable y(t), 

- states of system x(t)=[x1(t), x2(t), x3(t), x4(t)].   

 

where w1(t), w2(t) are reference values of arm translation and rotation. Outputs from the neural net-

work are then the control values u1(t) and u2(t). The neural network with such inputs and outputs 

represents a non-linear state controller, where its outputs are a non-linear functions of its inputs. 

In the hidden layer of the multilayer perceptron network (MLP) the hyperbolic tangent acti-

vation functions are used (tansig) in form 

( ) 1
1

2
2
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+
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a  .    (2) 

In the output layer linear activation function has been used. The optimized parameters are the 

weights between input and hidden layer W1ij, weights between hidden and output layer W2jl, biases 

in the hidden layer b1j and bias in output layer b2l. For the initial setting of the neural controller 

parameters the Levenberg-Marquardt method is possible to use, where the data from a designed LQ 

controller as training data can be used. 

 

3.2 Genetic Algorithm 

 

A general scheme of the used GA can be described by following steps (Fig.4): 

1. Initialization of the population of chromosomes. 

2. Fitness evaluation of the population. 

3. End if terminal conditions are satisfied. 

4. Selection of parent chromosomes. 

  

  inputs 

output 
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5. Crossover and mutation of the parents children. 

6. Completion of the new population from the new children and selected members of the old 

population. Jump to the step 2. 

 

 
 

Fig.4. Block scheme of the used genetic algorithm. 

 
The chromosome contains the set of neural network parameters - weights and biases and the 

optimised fitness function can use performance index in form (3), or other,  where T is simulation 

time, e1 and e2 are the control errors, u1 and u2 are the control values and q1, q2, r1, r2 are weight 

constants. 
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After the initialization of the population, fitness of each chromosome of the population is 

evaluated. Fitness contains closed loop simulation with the model of the non-linear system and the 

neural controller and the performance index evaluation. The design procedure is based on the genetic 

algorithm (Fig.5). 

 
 

Fig.5. Block scheme of the GA-based neural controller design. 
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3  Simulation Results 

 

As mentioned, for verification of the design approach NC the simulation model of robot 

(Fig.6) has been used. The non-linear simulation model of robot was created according to the equa-

tions (1). The simulation scheme of neural control of robot dynamic model is displayed in (Fig.7). 

In case of the closed loop controller the neural controller with the MLP network with a single 

hidden layer is used [4]. The hidden layer contains 7 neurons for control of the robot model. The 

weights and biases of MLP network were optimised using GA with criterion function (3), where 

weights constants were setting as q1=1000, q2=1000, r1 = 0.1, r2 = 0.1.      

 

Fig.6. Simulation scheme of non-linear dynamic model of robot. 

 

In (Fig.8) the simulation results as time-responses to arm translation x1 and tracking of desired 

arm translation w1 trajectory under the neural controller are compared. The trajectory of desired arm 

rotation w2 is equal as in (Fig.8). The time-responses of system state variables in movement from 

state x(0)=[0 0 0 0] to state x(T)=[0.2 0 0.2 0] are displayed in (Fig.9) and (Fig.10). In these figures 

the simulation results as time-responses to arm translation x1 and arm rotation x3  are compared with 

desired arm translation w1 trajectory and desired arm rotation w2 trajectory. The time-responses of 

control variables u1 and u2 of neural controller are displayed in (Fig.11). For tracking of desired 

trajectory w1 maximal value of absolute control error was 0.0027 and mean value was 0.0012. For 

tracking of desired trajectory w2 maximal value of absolute control error was 0.0014 and mean value 

was 0.0006.  
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Fig.7. Simulation scheme of neural control of robot model.

 
Fig.8. Time-responses of arm translation x1 (x2 is speed of x1) 

for tracking of desired trajectory w1 

 
Fig.9. Detail of time-responses of arm translation x1 (x2 is speed of x1) 

for tracking of desired trajectory w1 
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Fig.10. Detail of time-responses of arm rotation x3 (x4 is speed of x3) 

for tracking of desired trajectory w2 

 
Fig.11. Detail of time-responses of control variables u1 and u2 under neural controller. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

The new hybrid intelligent control methods based on neural-genetic approach presents an effi-

cient tool for handling plants with complex dynamics as well as unstable inverse systems, time-varying 

time delays, occasional open-loop instability, plant model miss-matches, different uncertainties, etc. 

Neural controllers are able to provide high  performance in control of non-linear systems. Hybrid soft 

computing methods based on genetic algorithms are an efficient means for neural controller parameters 

computation. The obtained numerical and graphical control results demonstrated in paper demonstrate 

that the hybrid ANN-GA control approach is well formulated and can be effectively implemented to 

control for  robot. 
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Abstract: 

 

This article deals with the development and comparison of different vehicle models to be used in vehicle 

dynamics control of an electric all-wheel drive vehicle in the future. The aim is to verify the accuracy of 

lateral and longitudinal motions of selected vehicle models based on two different approaches. Using 

first principles describing basic vehicle dynamics, single and the twin track vehicle models are derived 

in form of systems of nonlinear differential equations. Using experimental identification, five vehicle 

state space models of orders are identified based on measurements on a real vehicle. The experiments 

performed were three different test maneuvers. Vehicle models are then compared using the measured 

data with the simulation results in MATLAB. 
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Vehicle dynamics, vehicle model, state-space model, MATLAB, systemIdentification toolbox. 
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1  Introduction 

 

A significant challenge in electric vehicles with all-wheel drive is the way how to control 

whole powertrain to improve vehicle dynamics while increasing safety and stability. This can be 

achieved by various control strategies with different complexity. Each of these strategy is based on 

physical laws and mathematical descriptions of vehicle motion – vehicle model. 

A wide range of simplified vehicle dynamics models is available in the literature, which are 

able to accurately represent basics of the force and moment dynamics [1]. However, in case of critical 

vehicle situations, it is essential to assume a more descriptive model considering the couplings be-

tween vehicle components. The application of multi-body dynamics for the analysis of vehicle han-

dling problems was firstly discussed in [2], which was later applied in several complex multibody 

dynamics models in [3] and [4]. A complete multi-body model of the vehicle including the suspen-

sion geometry and tire characteristics was introduced in [5]. Simultaneously several multi DOF non-

linear multi-body dynamic models that can accurately represent almost all physical characteristics of 

the vehicle including suspension and tire dynamics has been proposed in [6] and [7]. But all these 

models have huge demands in computation power. To scale down the computational requirement, an 

intermediate multi-body model was proposed by authors of [8], which was well accepted in automo-

tive industry for less critical applications. 

 However, these models are rarely used in their raw form, because of demand of simultane-

ously solve the combined differential or algebraic system of equations, which brings convergence 

issues with an even more computational requirements to the system. 
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Therefore a dominant amount of vehicle control strategies, for instance, the side slip control, 

yaw control, and trajectory control are based on a linearized version of vehicle operating condition 

known as the single track model. Example of step by step derivation of such a model can be found 

in [9]. In this model the vehicle is considered in its most simplified form, neglecting tire’s side slid-

ing, all lifting, rolling and pitching motion and assuming constant mass distribution on the axles. Of 

course, these simplifications come at the cost of reduced accuracy in the model as compared with 

actual vehicle motion, but model outputs still fits reality enough for purposes of vehicle control. 

 

 

2  Vehicle Model Development 
 

In vehicle planar movement analysis, with neglecting the internal forces, vehicle has 6 degrees 

of freedom (DOF). Number of DOF can be additionally reduced by several assumptions when con-

sidering only longitudinal, lateral and yaw motion. With used simplifications, in next chapters we 

consider vehicle of 3 DOF. 

 

A  Single track model derivation 

 

Single-track model (Fig.1) describes well basic drive processes without much effort in mod-

eling and parametrization. In this paper for single track model representation, we will take derivation 

of model from work of Efremov [9]. 

 

This model is used to describe planar vehicle motion, with next simplifications: 

 

• All lifting, rolling, and pitching motion is neglected. 

• Vehicle mass is concentrated at the center of gravity. 

• Front and rear tires are represented as one single tire on each axle. 

   Imaginary contact points of tires and surface are assumed to lie along the center of axles.  

• Pneumatic trail and aligning torque resulting from a side-slip angle of a tire are neglected. 

• Mass distribution on the axles is assumed to be constant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Single track model. 
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With assumed simplifications above, for considered vehicle three equations of motion exists: 

 𝐹𝑥 =  −𝑚𝑣(�̇� + �̇�) sin(𝛽) + 𝑚�̇� cos(𝛽) (1) 

 𝐹𝑦 =  −𝑚𝑣(�̇� + �̇�) cos(𝛽) + 𝑚�̇� sin(𝛽) (2) 

 𝑀𝑍 = 𝐼𝑍�̈� (3) 

 
Where, m is the vehicle’s mass, v is the velocity of the center of gravity COG of the vehicle, β 

is the side-slip angle, ψ is the yaw angle, IZ is the moment of inertia of the vehicle around the z axis. 
On the other side of the equations, there are forces acting on the COG of the vehicle along with x (FX) 
and y (FY) axes and the moment acting around the z axis (MZ). 

The resulting system of nonlinear differential equations describing the steering angle projection 
and vehicle dynamics can be written as follows:  

�̇� = −�̇� +
1

𝑚𝑣
(𝐹𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽) − 𝐹𝑥 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽)) (4) 

�̇� =
1

𝑚
(𝐹𝑦 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽) + 𝐹𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛽)) (5) 

�̈� =
1

𝐼𝑧
𝑀𝑧 (6) 

 
For this system sum of forces acting on vehicle in each direction can be derivated as: 

𝐹𝑥 = 𝐹𝑥𝑓 
cos(𝛿𝑓) − 𝐹𝑦𝑓 

sin(𝛿𝑓) + 𝐹𝑥𝑟 
cos(𝛿𝑟) − 𝐹𝑦𝑟 

sin(𝛿𝑟)   (7) 

𝐹𝑦 = 𝐹𝑥𝑓 
sin(𝛿𝑃) + 𝐹𝑦𝑓 

cos(𝛿𝑓) + 𝐹𝑥𝑟 
sin(𝛿𝑟) + 𝐹𝑦𝑟 

cos(𝛿𝑟) (8) 

𝑀𝑧 = 𝑙𝑓(𝐹𝑥𝑓 
sin(𝛿𝑓) + 𝐹𝑦𝑓 

cos(𝛿𝑓)) − 𝑙𝑟(𝐹𝑥𝑟 
sin(𝛿𝑟) + 𝐹𝑦𝑟 

cos(𝛿𝑟)) (9) 

 
Where δf , δr are steering angles of the front and the rear wheel, lf , lr is the distance from the 

vehicle’s COG to the front and rear axle. Forces FYf , FYr, FXf , and FXr are forces acting on tires. 

The tire dynamics is described by famous tire model Pacejka Magic formula, which can be 
used for estimation not only the lateral and longitudinal forces’ impact on a tire, but also all the torques 
acting on a wheel around all axis. It has a straightforward calculation, and the same formula is used to 
estimate all the forces and torques using different sets of coefficients. The general Simplified Pacejka 
Magic formula has the following equation:  

𝐹 = 𝐷𝐹𝑍sin (𝐶 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔(𝐵𝛼 − 𝐸(𝐵𝛼 − 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑔(𝐵𝛼)))) (10) 

Where D, C, B, and E is the set of shaping coefficients, FZ is a wheel-load and α is tire side slip 

angle.  

All these equation were implemented in single track Simulink model to verify performance of 

the derivated vehicle model. 

 

B  Twin track model derivation 

 

For twin track model, in our previous work with Račkay [10], we developed Efremous single 

track model to cover all four wheels of vehicle. This model is based on the same three equations 

motion (1), (2) and (3), however in equation of acting forces (7), (8) and (9) we expand wheels ele-

ments from front f and rear r wheel to front right fr, front left fl and rear right rr and left rl wheels to 

cover remain dynamics. Expanded equations are in form: 
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 𝐹𝑥 =  𝐹𝑥𝑃𝑃

cos(𝛿𝑃𝑃) + 𝐹𝑥𝐿𝑃
cos(𝛿𝐿𝑃) + 𝐹𝑥𝑃𝑍

cos(𝛿𝑃𝑍) + 𝐹𝑥𝐿𝑍
cos(𝛿𝐿𝑍)

−   𝐹𝑦𝑃𝑃
sin(𝛿𝑃𝑃) − 𝐹𝑦𝐿𝑃

sin(𝛿𝐿𝑃)

−  𝐹𝑦𝑃𝑍
sin(𝛿𝑃𝑍) − 𝐹𝑦𝐿𝑍

sin(𝛿𝐿𝑍) 
(11) 

𝐹𝑦 = 𝐹𝑥𝑃𝑃
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝑃𝑃) + 𝐹𝑥𝐿𝑃

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝐿𝑃) + 𝐹𝑥𝑃𝑍
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝑃𝑍) + 𝐹𝑥𝐿𝑍

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝐿𝑍)

+ 𝐹𝑦𝑃𝑃
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝑃𝑃) + 𝐹𝑦𝐿𝑃

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝐿𝑃)

+ 𝐹𝑦𝑃𝑍
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝑃𝑍) + 𝐹𝑦𝐿𝑍

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝐿𝑍) 
(12) 

𝑀𝑧 = 𝑙𝑃{𝐹𝑥𝑃𝑃
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝑃𝑃) + 𝐹𝑦𝑃𝑃

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝑃𝑃) + 𝐹𝑥𝐿𝑃
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝐿𝑃)

+ 𝐹𝑦𝐿𝑃
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝐿𝑃)} 

− 𝑙𝑍{𝐹𝑥𝑃𝑍
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝑃𝑍) + 𝐹𝑦𝑃𝑍

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝑃𝑍)

+ 𝐹𝑥𝐿𝑍
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝐿𝑍) + 𝐹𝑦𝐿𝑍

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝐿𝑍)}

+ 𝑏𝑃{𝐹𝑥𝑃𝑃
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝑃𝑃) − 𝐹𝑦𝑃𝑃

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝑃𝑃)

+ 𝐹𝑥𝑃𝑍
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝑃𝑍) − 𝐹𝑦𝑃𝑍

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝑃𝑍)}

− 𝑏𝐿{𝐹𝑥𝐿𝑃
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝐿𝑃) − 𝐹𝑦𝐿𝑃

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝐿𝑃)

+ 𝐹𝑥𝐿𝑍
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿𝐿𝑍) − 𝐹𝑦𝐿𝑍

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿𝐿𝑍)} 

(13) 

 

Again all these equation were implemented in twin track Simulink model to verify performance 

of the derivated vehicle model. 

 

 

3  Vehicle Model Identification 
 

Vehicle model identification is an alternative process to model derivation, where you identify 

models with different representation from measured data. It is recommended to start by estimating the 

parameters of simpler models structures and if the model performance is poor, you gradually increase 

the complexity of the model structure. Ultimately, you choose the simplest model that best describes 

the dynamics of your system.  

Vehicle itself is a complex systems with multiple inputs and multiple outputs (MIMO) and 

such systems are often more challenging to model because of couplings between several inputs and 

outputs. MIMO models are often covered via state-space representations, since the model structure 

complexity is easier to deal with [11]. State-space model use state variables to describe a system by a 

set of first-order differential or difference equations, rather than by one or more nth-order differential 

or difference equations. The general state-space description has the following form: 

 
 �̇� = 𝐴𝑥 + 𝐵𝑢 (14) 

 𝑦 = 𝐶𝑥 + 𝐷𝑢 (15) 

 

(14) is called state equation with state vector x, (15) is output equation, u is input vector, y is output 

vector, coefficient A is system matrix, B is control input matrix, C is output matrix and D is feedfor-

ward matrix. 

The state-space model structure is a good choice for quick estimation because it requires only 

one user input, the model order, n. In Matlab, model identification is supported in system identification 

toolbox [11] with user-friendly GUI.  

In this work we identified five state space models of 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th model order from 

measured experiments.  
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4  Experiments 
 

For experiments we used conventional vehicle with front wheel drive, equipped with multiple 

sensors. For position measurements was used self-build RTK GNSS receivers witch absolute accuracy 

of approx. 20mm, attached on each axle. We modified receiver’s chips to be able to perform measure-

ment at 20Hz frequency, what is in navigation systems pretty high performance. We also used a 9 

DOF inertial measurement unit from XSENSE. As a vehicle output we measured accelerations and 

angular velocities in each directions witch frequency of 100 Hz. Position of used sensors is shown at 

following pictures: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Position of GNSS antennas (Top), position of inertial measurement unit (Bottom). 

 

In experiments we also performed a reading of CAN Bus of vehicle. It required a small inter-

vention to vehicle’s electric wiring, because a Volkswagen concern cars have switchable CAN bus 

on OBD2 connector, which means that it is not possible to read any data directly from it, because it 

requires a data polling from CAN Bus gateway. So we connected directly on CAN BUS wires in 

dashboard connectors and soldered wires to them. For data logging we used a self-build control unit 

with CAN transceiver with C++ library build for parse all data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Trajectory of constant steer maneuver for multiple steering angles. 
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As experiments we performed a three different test maneuvers. First we performed a constant 

steer drive for different steering wheel angles at about 6 km/h, shown in (Fig.3). From trajectory of 

this maneuver we measured the real cornering radius for each steering wheel angle and from Acker-

man geometry we calculated actual steering angles of the wheels. Then by polynomial regression we 

identified equation of steering wheel factor characteristic. 

Next we performed a step steer maneuver (Fig. 4), where we accelerate with straight wheels 

from rest to about 30km/h and then applied a steering step to minus 15 degree. Data from this ma-

neuver we used for model identification in MATLAB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4. Trajectory of step steer maneuver. 

 

Finally a third maneuver was single line change (Fig. 5), where we accelerate with straight 

wheels from rest to about 60km/h and the applied a minus 7degree input and immediately changed 

it to plus 7degree and then back to straight wheel. Data from this maneuver we used for verification 

of simulated models outputs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5. Trajectory of single line change maneuver. 
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5  Simulation 
 

To verify derivated and identified vehicle models, we have simulated data from single line 

change experiment as test maneuver in MATLAB, to simulate the dynamic responses of models. The 

aim of this simulation is to verify the accuracy of lateral and longitudinal motion of models.  

We simulated this maneuver with single track, twin track and identified state space models 

with 3rd – 7th order. Results of line change simulations are shown in the following figures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6. Comparison between measured vehicle speed (Left) and yaw rate (Right) 

and simulated results from identified State Space model with 3rd order SS3(1st row), 4th order 

SS4(2nd row), 5th order SS5(3rd row), 6th order SS6(4th row) and 7th order SS7(5th row). 
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Fig.7. Comparison between measured vehicle speed (Top) and yaw rate (Bottom) 

and simulated results from single and twin track model and SS6. 

 

From (Fig.6) with results of simulation of all identified models we can see that models with 

3rd and 4th order (SS3, SS4) has a poor results, where coefficient of determination was negative 

number in both simulated outputs. Models with 5th, 6th and 7th order has significantly better results 

at simulated Speed, where model SS6 has Kd = 91.82%, what can be considered as great result. Also 

these models has slightly better result in simulated Yaw rate, however cause slight oscillations. In 

overall, from these results we can consider SS6 as a best identified state space vehicle model. 

In (Fig.7) we can see comparison of model SS6, single and twin track model with actual 

measured data. From results we can see that derivated single and twin track model can even with 

many considered simplification pretty accurately represent longitudinal and lateral motion of vehicle. 

Coefficient of determination in simulated Speed for both models is approximately 99% and simulated 

Yaw rate is 85.05% for twin track and 93.54% for single track model.  

 

 

6  Conclusion 
 

The paper presents two most common vehicle model design approaches – a theoretical deri-

vation based on first principles, and experimental identification, and their simulation-based compar-

ison. In the design of any vehicle model, the most important objective is to obtain desired accuracy 

considering applied simplifications. Effectiveness accuracy of longitudinal and lateral motion of the 

developed models has been verified via line change simulations.  

Based on simulation results, we can conclude that the developed single track and twin track 

vehicle models work as expected despite having used several simplifications in the theoretical back-

ground. The developed models are now ready to be implemented in the control system of the racing 

car of the Slovak formula student team STUBA Green Team. 
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USING STATIC HAND GESTURES IN MATLAB 
 

Slavomír Kajan, Jozef Goga 

 

 
Abstract:   

 

This paper deals with the domain of simulation-based models control using static hand gestures in the 

MATLAB environment. The aim of this paper was to design an algorithm for visual static hand gesture 

recognition with high classification accuracy. For this recognition task, different convolutional neural 

network models (CNN) were tested. For the successful training of CNN, stochastic backpropagation of 

error was used. Training of CNN was implemented on the graphic card using toolboxes such as Neural 

Network and Parallel Computing from the MATLAB program package. For the training and testing of 

CNN a database of 35 static hand gestures was used. The proposed CNN gesture recognition system 

has been implemented in the simulation scheme due to the need of setting different model parameters. 

 

Keywords: 

 

Hand gesture recognition, neural networks, graphic card, parallel computing, MATLAB. 
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Image recognition, artificial intelligence, parallel computing. 

 

 

1  Principle of Gesture Recognition 

 

The hand gesture recognition itself can be implemented in a several consecutive steps. Gen-

eral scheme of hand gesture recognition system is shown in (Fig.1). In this recognition task, the 

Kinect v2 sensor was used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. General scheme of gesture recognition system. 

 

The captured image from the sensors is processed and stored in appropriate form. Subse-

quently, the gesture in an acquired frame may be segmented or image features may be extracted from 

the entire input frame [1]. Under the extraction of features, we understand the evaluation of quanti-

tative or statistical indicators which represent given gesture based on the suitable metrics. 
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It can be the number of stretched fingers, angles between fingers, fingertip markings, finger-

tips positions [3], histograms, Voronoi diagrams, and other statistical and quantitative indicators. 

These extracted features are an input to a computational model, whose job is to correctly classify the 

given gesture. With regard to the complexity of this task, in this paper we dealt only with the recog-

nition of static hand gestures. Hand gesture recognition and associated problems such as hand seg-

mentation were elaborated in many papers. Some authors have used a color-based image analysis 

approach such as a color histogram based on statistical methods [3], thresholding the tints of a color 

model [4], or gesture capturing with color gloves [5] that are easier to segment. Approaches based 

on depth analysis are in general more successful than color-based methods, but those approaches 

assume the hand is the closest object in the frame. One possible solution is mapping from the depth 

data to a corresponding part of a color image [3], or hand segmentation based on the distance limited 

by color bracelet [6]. 

Use of the latest deep neural network models does not always improve classification accuracy, 

which ranges from 70% - 90%, depending on the specific architecture of the neural network [2][8 -

10]. In this paper, we used different architectures of convolutional neural networks for this challeng-

ing static hand gesture recognition task. 

 

 

2  Gesture Recognition Using Convolutional Neural Network 

 

The general structure of the convolutional neural network (CNN) is displayed in (Fig.2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. The general architecture of convolutional neural network used for gesture recognition. 

 

Convolutional neural networks are designed specifically for pattern recognition with a large 

degree of invariance to shift, change of scale or other forms of distortion. These properties are gained 

through learning process. However, the structure of convolutional neural networks involves certain 

forms of constraints. The most commonly used types of layers in the network architecture are con-

volutional, pooling, and fully-connected layers. By arranging these computational layers, we create 

the overall architecture of the convolutional neural network. 

The convolutional layer is the main computing block in the overall network architecture. Its 

input is usually 3-dimensional image tensor, which contains 3 color image channels. As the title of 

this layer suggests, a discrete convolution of input with the kernel is performed there. When compu-

ting, we move the kernel in the direction of the width and height of the input image with the selected 

step, for all their mutual positions, creating a feature map. By learning, these feature maps are acti-

vated when different image patterns are detected, such as edges at a certain angle, color clusters, and 

others. 

The pooling layer performs sub-sampling of the input tensor, thereby reducing the size of the 

feature map, but retaining the most important information contained therein. This greatly reduces the 

spatial magnitude of the feature map, as well as the number of parameters and the computational 

difficulty of the neural network.  
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The neurons in the fully-connected layer of the convolutional network have, as the name sug-

gests, all connections to the neurons in the previous layer. This is, therefore, a classical multilayer 

perceptron network. Outputs from convolutional and pooling layers represent high-level features ex-

tracted from input images. These features are an input into the fully-connected layer of the convolu-

tional network, and its role is to correctly classify them. 

 

 

3  Training and Testing of the Convolutional Neural Network 

 

For the training and testing of CNN a database of 35 static hand gestures was used. This 

database contains static gestures of the American Sign Language (ASL), which was changed due to 

the dynamic characters "J" and "Z". The database was created by 65 volunteers (60 men and 5 

women), which consists of 5 frames per gesture [6]. Overall, we created 175 frames (35 gestures 

times 5 frames) for color, infrared and depth images. A total of 525 images per person. The resulting 

database has 34 125 images (65 people times 525 frames). Data from 50 people was used in the 

training process and data from 15 people was used in the testing process. 

These images were then modified into a form suitable for training the convolutional neural 

network. In the original color image from the Kinect sensor, with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels, 

we only segmented the hand area. In this way, we created a square image suitable for training with a 

resolution of 640x640 pixels. Segmentation of hand gestures was also done for original depth and 

infrared frames. The original resolution of 512x424 pixels was adjusted to a gesture frame with a 

size of 156x156 pixels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. A preview of frames in the database. 

 

The first tested architecture of CNN (Table 1) consist of three convolutional layers. The sec-

ond tested architecture (Tab.2) has the same number of convolutional layers, but fully-connected 

layer with 50% dropout was added. This omission is used to make the neural network better distribute 

trained information throughout the network as any neuron may be omitted in the next epoch. The last 

tested architecture (Tab.3) has been extended to four convolutional layers, where kernel size is the 

same in all layers. 

For the successful training of CNN, stochastic backpropagation of error was used [13]. Train-

ing of CNN was implemented on the graphic card using toolboxes such as Neural Network and Par-

allel Computing from the MATLAB program package. In Figure 4 is shown the comparison of clas-

sification score during the training process for all tested neural network architectures. The compari-

son of classification accuracy of those architectures is displayed in Table 4. Examples of learned 

features acquired by transition of the random input color image through individual convolutional 

layers of trained CNN with architecture A-2 is shown in Figure 5 [6]. 
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Table 1. First architecture of CNN – A-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Second architecture of CNN – A-2. 
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Table 3. Last architecture of CNN – A-3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Comparison of different CNN architectures – classification score (accuracy). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4. Classification score during the training process for different CNN architectures.  
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Fig.5. 6 examples of learned features by convolutional layers 

of trained CNN with architecture A-2. 

 

 

4  Simulation-based Model Control Using Static Hand Gesture 

 

4.1 Example of Hand Gesture Recognition Using Kinect SDK 

 

The Kinect functions are accessed using the From Video Device block in the Simulink graph-

ical simulation environment. This block allows you to obtain images from an RGB or depth camera 

along with the tracking metadata. For the hand gesture recognition, we used the metadata 

HandRightState property, which identifies a recognized right-hand gesture. In (Fig.6) are displayed 

hand gestures, which can be recognized by Kinect SDK. In (Fig.7) is shown simulation scheme for 

PID control loop, in which setpoint is changed based on a right-hand gesture recognized by the Kinect 

sensor [6]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6. Standard hand gestures of Kinect SDK. 
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Fig.7. Simulation scheme for a PID control loop 

(setpoint is changed based on a right-hand gesture recognized by the Kinect sensor) 

 

 

4.2 Example of Hand Gesture Recognition Using CNN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8. Simulation scheme of water tanks system with PI controllers.  
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A trained CNN with A-2 architecture was used to control the simulation model. To demon-

strate hand gesture recognition, a simulation model of four independent water tanks with PI control-

lers was created [6]. We designed the entire control system scheme according to the Model-View-

Controller (MVC) software architecture. MVC divided the program into 3 independent units (Simu-

lation Model, Visualization, Controller) with minimal interconnections. 

The simulation model is represented by a simulation scheme of four independent water tanks 

(Fig.8). In the simulation scheme are four independent control loops with PI controllers for level 

control in tanks. Inputs to the simulation model are the desired level values (SetPoints) in the tanks.  

For a better presentation of the results achieved and the current state of simulation, a simple 

visualization was created (Fig.9). Simulation model is connected to the water tank visualization 

(Fig.8), to which it sends the desired level (SP) and current level values in the individual tanks. Ad-

ditionally, active tank number (ActiveTank), new desired value (ActiveSetPoint) and simulation time 

are sent to the visualization subroutine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.9. Visualization of the water tanks. 

 

The last part of the MVC is a controller, that is linked to all MVC, Kinect sensor, and the 

neural network. Controller is running independently from the simulation. In the cycle, images and 

metadata from the Kinect sensor are collected and the simulation-based model is controlled. Both 

hands are used in the control process. The left hand is used to control parameter changes. Actions 

such as start and stop of right hand recognition, confirmation, and cancellation of set points are con-

trolled by lefthand gesture. The right-hand gesture controls the desired level value of the selected 

tank. In the first phase of the simulation, the gesture symbolizing a particular tank is expected (Fig.9). 

When the gesture is recognized, the algorithm comes into the second phase - adjusting the desired 

level on the selected tank. Setpoint value can by controlled by ASL alphabet gestures from A to I. 

The main subject of the final simulation test was to verify accuracy of the gesture recognition. 

We have created a test script with 14 gestures. 3 people participated on the testing phase, and every-

one repeated the test 3 times. The average gesture recognition accuracy was 92.86%. 
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5  Conclusion 

 

Various architectures of CNN were tested in this paper. The CNN classification models 

showed a very good classification accuracy. The proposed CNN gesture recognition system has been 

implemented in the simulation scheme due to the need of setting different model parameters. After 

successful testing of different CNN architectures, we verified the suitability of their use in the static 

hand gesture recognition task such as simulation-based control. 
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Abstract:    

 

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder causing partial or complete loss of motor 

reflexes and speech. It affects the patients significantly in their daily life. The accurate diagnosis of 

PD is quite complex, requires a lot of resources, and equipment and is time-consuming for diagnosis, 

especially in its initial stage’s occurrence of the disease. To help the medical experts and researchers 

diagnose PD, we developed a machine learning approach based on the simple descriptive tasks cap-

tured in audio on the smartphone. The dataset for demonstrations consists of over 1500 patients with 

approximately 9% of patients diagnosed with PD. Hence the imbalance of the dataset the evaluation 

metrics such as Mathews correlation coefficient (MCC), sensitivity - specificity, and ROC curve were 

picked to describe the selected machine learning algorithms performance. The analysis of tested re-

sults in a single approach resulting with 73.49% (52.53% - 91.41%) MCC. 

 

Keywords: 

 

Machine learning, medical voice recordings, Parkinson disease, early detection, classification. 

 

ACM Computing Classification System: 

 

Machine learning. 

 

 

1  Introduction 

 

Parkison’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurological disease, right after Alz-

heimer disease. At present, there is no cure nor a known root for PD, only a treatment, that can ease 

the symptoms and increase the quality of life of those affected. The symptoms of PD might demon-

strate as problems with movement when the person is slow or even sometimes seems to be still. A 

well-known sign is rigidity (especially wrist, shoulder, and neck), and imbalance of neurotransmit-

ters, dopamine, and acetylcholine. PD is mostly a movement disorder, but other weakenings also 

commonly develop, including psychiatric problems such as depression and dementia. Other notice-

able sign of PD is the quality of speech. 

The association of speech disorders with Parkinson’s disease has been verified in various 

studies [1] [2]. Other studies have shown the progression of the disease is linked to a decrease in 

voice performance over time [3]. Therefore, the speech samples are ideal for the detection of the 

PD, while the data can be easily collected. Studies on the PD are usually focused on voice prob-

lems. Such practices also assist in the early diagnosis of the disease. People with Parkinsonism 

have vocal disorders affecting their speech in areas like volume level, the correct pronunciation of 

syllables, etc [4]. 
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A Parkinson disease detection in machine learning related studies is being detected from 

various data sources such as handwriting database [5], dataset consisting of local field potential 

(LFP) recordings [6], gait features [7], single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) 

images [8], vocal recordings converted into images [9], and speech recordings converted into fea-

tures [10]. In the previous study [11] we have shown a first comparative analysis of the machine 

learning algorithms for the early detection of PD, while in this paper we focus on a more specific 

treats between PD and speech symptoms with enlarged dataset focused on more specific tasks. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the obtained dataset and its features, 

and introduces machine learning methods for classification, scaling methods of data, sampling 

methods for imbalanced datasets, and feature selection methods. Section 3 shows experimental 

results for the comparative analysis of proposed machine learning algorithms in a combination of 

sampling methods, scaling methods, and selection of features. 

 

 

2  Machine Learning Methods 
 

This section navigates through technical information about the analysis and the developed 

mathematical model. It starts with the dataset and its description, continues with data scaling meth-

ods, hence the imbalance of the dataset it continues with the sampling methods and finishes with 

the proposed machine learning algorithms to be analyzed. 

 

A  Dataset and Features 

 

The collected dataset is containing over 1500 recorded samples. The data is consisting of 2 

main data sources: basic information about the patient such as age, sex, education, etc; speech re-

cordings statistics such as number of gaps, length of the gaps between words, number of used 

words, phonetism, etc; resulting in over 66 000 various features. The features are being computed 

from vocal recordings of subjects describing the seen images shown by the examiner. There are 2 

types of images: small (62 images) and big (5 images). While small images depict one object or 

action, the big images consist of sceneries, which require more attention to detail. The dataset con-

taines subjects falling into one or more of following groups: 

 

• No neurodegenerative disorder 

• Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) 

• Alzheimer disease 

• Parkinson disease 

• Other neurodegenerative disorder 

 

The dataset was cleaned up of low-quality recordings to ensure the transformation algo-

rithms to extract the features correctly. Later, the subjects with diagnosed MCI and / or Alzheimer 

disease were filtered out of the dataset for early detection of Parkinson disease experiments. The 

dataset was filtered not only horizontally, but also vertically by selecting only 40 small images and 

2 big images for the experiments. 

 

B  Scaling Methods 

 

Many machine learning algorithms require scaling the input data to converge to the opti-

mum as fast and smooth as possible. During the experimentation we used several different scaling 

methods. 
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Standard scaler, also known as z-score, standardize features by removing the mean and scal-

ing to unit variance. 

Min-max scaler transforms given values to fit into a given range set up to <0,1>. 

Max-abs scaler changes each feature by its maximum absolute value resulting in values set 

up in a maximum range of  <-1,1>. 

Robust scaler removes the median and scales the data according to the quantile range, a 

measure of statistical dispersion 

A Quantile transformer maps a variable’s probability distribution to another probability dis-

tribution. The quantile function ranks or smooths out the relationship between observations and can 

be mapped onto other distributions, such as the uniform or normal distribution [12]. 

Yeo–Johnson transformer applies a transformation to stabilize variance and to make data 

more normal distribution-like, more Gaussian-like. Yeo–Johnson transformation as a power trans-

former can optimize the negative values in contradiction to the Box-Cox transformation method 

[13]. 

L2 normalizer, also known as Euclidean normalization of the group of L^p function spaces, 

makes the sum of the squares always be up to 1 normalizing the values. 

 

C  Sampling Techniques 

 

The dataset consists of only 9% of positive cases for PD, which makes it unbalanced and 

makes it harder for the machine learning algorithms to learn efficiently, as there are not many sam-

ples with the class describing the PD. Some of the available methods dealing with such problem is 

to artificially create the underclassed samples or in contradiction, cut numbers of overclassed sam-

ples. In the paper, we propose four techniques, which may help the algorithms to find the links 

needed between the features [14]. 

Random oversampling is a method, where the minority class is evened out by enlarging the 

dataset with random copies of the minority class to equal the number of minority class compared to 

the majority class.  

Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) as the over-sampling method is a 

kind of data augmentation, where the minority class samples are not only randomly copied but are 

synthetically created. SMOTE picks samples close in the feature space from the minority class 

based on K-Neighbors and artificially creates a new sample with the feature values lying between 

the neighbors [15].  

Adaptive Synthetic algorithm (ADASYN) oversample the dataset in a similar way as 

SMOTE as it is its extension. In contradiction to SMOTE, ADASYN generates synthetic samples 

inversely proportional to the density of the samples in the underclass area [16]. 

TomekLinks is in contradiction to an undersampling technique, where the majority class 

lowers the number of samples by deletion. TomekLinks uses the modified Condensed Nearest 

Neighbor method to choose which samples to delete. This modification creates so-called Tomek-

link pair of the samples with different output classes and together they have the smallest Euclidean 

distance to each other in the feature space. This small distance creates close neighbors which im-

plies high noise samples or very close samples to the minority class and therefore they are therefore 

removed [17]. 
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D  Machine Learning Algorithms 

 

For the experiments we propose the comparison of the following machine learning algo-

rithms: Extremely randomized trees, Random Forest, Linear regression, Logistic regression, Ridge 

regression, Passive Aggressive, Support vector classifier (SVC), Stochastic gradient descent 

(SGD), Light gradient-boosting machine (LGBM), Perceptron, Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), 

and k-nearest neighbors (KNN). 

Extremely randomized trees propose an ensemble method of randomizing strongly both at-

tribute and cut-point choice while splitting a tree node. The algorithm fits randomized decision 

trees on various batches of the dataset and utilizes averaging to improve the outcome accuracy [18].  

The next tree-based method is called Random Forest. It utilizes the ensembling of decision 

trees method. In a classification task, the result of a random forest depends on most of the predicted 

class from all the trees of the forest [19]. 

The second class of machine learning algorithms is well known as linear algorithms. Linear 

algorithms predict the outcome of the data by a linear combination of the features and compute the 

weight of each feature to what extent it affects the predicted outcome. The best known is Linear 

regression, which fits the linear model with weights to minimize the residual sum of squares be-

tween the samples from the dataset and the predicted outcomes. Linear regression predicts the out-

come value, which may lay outside of range <0,1> and therefore the input must be scaled properly.  

Logistic regression is estimating a probability of the outcome and therefore is used for the 

classification problem more frequently. The logistic regression sums the weighted input and passes 

it through the sigmoid activation function resulting in a value in the range of <0,1>.  

A Ridge regression extends the typical linear regression augmented by a penalty on the size 

of the coefficients resulting in a machine learning algorithm used for solving a problem of highly 

correlated independent variables.  

For large-scale learning, there is a subclass of linear algorithms called Passive Aggressive. 

As the name of the subclass denotes, it is composed of two main parts: passive – if the prediction is 

correct, keep the model as it is; aggressive – on the other hand, if the prediction is not correct, then 

update the model. Passive Aggressive models use a regularization parameter to penalize the model 

in a case of an incorrect prediction [20]. In this comparative analysis, we chose a Passive Aggres-

sive model utilizing a hinge loss function. 

A support vector machine (SVM) is a machine learning method used for a large variety of 

tasks, which includes a classification problem ending in the term Support vector classifier (SVC). 

SVM maps the training samples to points in the space in order to maximize the gaps between given 

categories. The samples to be predicted are later mapped into the same space and depending on 

which side of the gap they fall the gap they belong to. 

Gradient descent is an optimization method, where the main technique is a performance of 

minimizing cost function J(θ) with the parameter θ updating parameters in the reverse direction of 

the gradient of the cost function ∇_θ  J(θ) with respect to the parameters [21]. In the study, we used 

an SVM with Stochastic gradient descent (SGD). 

Light gradient-boosting machine (LGBM) is based on decision tree algorithms. LGBM im-

plements a highly optimized histogram-based decision tree learning algorithm. The LightGBM 

algorithm utilizes two novel techniques called Gradient-Based One-Side Sampling (GOSS) and 

Exclusive Feature Bundling (EFB) which allow the algorithm to run faster while maintaining a 

high level of accuracy [22]. 

Perceptron is an algorithm used as a classifier. In a binary classification problem, it maps the 

input vector onto a single binary output value. The output value depends on the sum of weights 

multiplied with the input in a dot product manner regularized with the bias factor [21]. 
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A Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) tries to find a projection vector that can enlarge the 

distance of samples from different classes and reduce the distance of samples from the same class 

[23]. It may be used not only for a classification task but also for a dimensional reduction with the 

use of covariance parameters. 

A possibility how classifying the samples is to place them into one of the defined groups. 

The groups might be created by a clustering algorithm known as the k-nearest neighbors (KNN) 

algorithm. In a contradiction to the previous algorithms, a KNN is a non-parametric supervised 

learning method, wherein in a classification task the goal is to assign the provided sample to the 

class based on the votes of its n closest neighbors and their class reference [24]. 

 

 

3  Experiments and Results 
 

A  Evaluation Metrics 

 

Due to the high imbalance of the used dataset conventional evaluation metrics would not de-

scribe the efficiency of the trained model accurately. Therefore, we utilized the following evaluation 

metrics: Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC), precision, and recall. An MCC is based on a con-

fusion matrix and can be described as accuracy for the imbalanced dataset. The specificity metric 

defines how many negative samples were predicted correctly, while the sensitivity metric describes 

how many positive samples have been predicted correctly. The evaluation metrics are defined by the 

following formulas: 

 MCC =  
𝑡𝑝 × 𝑡𝑛−𝑓𝑝 ×𝑓𝑛

√(𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑝)(𝑡𝑝+𝑓𝑛)(𝑡𝑛+𝑓𝑝)(𝑡𝑛+𝑓𝑛)
 , (1) 

 Specificity =  
𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑛+𝑓𝑝
 , (2) 

 Sensitivity =  
𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑝+  𝑓𝑛
 , (3) 

 

𝑡𝑛 denotes true negatives, 𝑡𝑝 are true positives, 𝑓𝑛 are false negatives, 𝑓𝑝 are false positives [25] 

 

B  Experimental Results 

 

The provided dataset of medical voice recordings transformed into the statistics combined 

with the basic information about patient with imbalanced data distribution over the Parkinson’s dis-

ease categorization with 9% of positive and 91% of negative cases was divided into training and 

validation subsets in ratio of 80% training - 20% validation data 5 times in total utilizing stratified 

cross validation. The data split via stratified cross-validation ensures all samples to be included in 

validation split and provides better understanding of the absolute results of the algorithms. The data 

were divided with age and neurodegenerative disorder in mind. 

(Tab.1) is providing a table of the 20 best results for the combination of the scaling method, 

the machine learning algorithm, and the sampling method. The results are sorted by the total MCC 

from the highest to lowest. The total values of the provided metrics are computed based on the pre-

diction of the samples, while the samples were in the validation fold. The ranges of the metrics are 

computed across the cross-validation folds. 

Regardless of the sampling method, the best results yields Linear Regression scaled by Quan-

tile Transformer. For this Algorithm, the best sampling method is ADASYN. Other valuable algo-

rithms used for successful early detection of Parkison’s disease are Ridge, and LGBM regardless of 

the sampling method, and SVM, LDA and Logistic Regression in combination with None or 

TomekLinks sampling method and in use of Quantile Transformer. Overall, Quantile Transformer 

has proven to be the best scaling method for this task, especially in a combination with Linear Re-

gression. 
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Table 1. comparative analysis results of selected best 20 settings. 

Scaling 

Method 

ML 

Algorithm 

Sampling 

Method 

Accuracy MCC Sensitivity Specificity 

Quantile 
Transformer 

Linear 
Regression 

ADASYN 
0.9434 (0.913-

0.9826) 
0.7349 (0.5253-

0.9141) 
0.7753 (0.4285-

0.8928) 
0.9664 (0.9257-

0.995) 

Quantile 

Transformer 

Linear 

Regression 
None 

0.9452 (0.913-

0.9782) 

0.7336 (0.5253-

0.8969) 

0.7391 (0.4285-

0.9259) 

0.9733 (0.9257-

0.995) 

Quantile 
Transformer 

Linear 
Regression 

Random Over 
Sampler 

0.9434 (0.913-
0.9739) 

0.7298 (0.5253-
0.8741) 

0.7536 (0.4285-
0.8928) 

0.9693 (0.9356-
0.9852) 

Quantile 

Transformer 

Linear 

Regression 
TomekLinks 

0.9426 (0.9043-

0.9782) 

0.7265 (0.5161-

0.8969) 

0.7536 (0.4642-

0.9259) 

0.9683 (0.9207-

1.0) 

Quantile 

Transformer 

Linear 

Regression 
SMOTE 

0.9408 (0.9043-

0.9695) 

0.7253 (0.5253-

0.8614) 

0.7753 (0.4285-

0.9285) 

0.9634 (0.9158-

0.9852) 

Quantile 
Transformer 

Ridge TomekLinks 
0.9391 (0.9043-

0.9608) 
0.6909 (0.4856-

0.7989) 
0.6521 (0.4285-

0.8571) 
0.9782 (0.9603-

1.0) 

Quantile 

Transformer 

LGBM 

Regressor 
ADASYN 

0.94 (0.9173-

0.9739) 

0.6841 (0.5478-

0.8691) 

0.5724 (0.4285-

0.7777) 

0.9901 (0.9801-

1.0) 

Quantile 
Transformer 

SVM TomekLinks 
0.9373 (0.8956-

0.9608) 
0.6833 (0.4208-

0.8047) 
0.6521 (0.3571-

0.9285) 
0.9762 (0.9554-

0.995) 

Quantile 

Transformer 

Linear 

Discriminant 
Analysis 

None 
0.9382 (0.9-

0.9652) 

0.6806 (0.4538-

0.8228) 

0.6159 (0.3928-

0.8571) 

0.9822 (0.9653-

1.0) 

MaxAbs 

Scaler 

LGBM 

Regressor 
SMOTE 

0.9382 (0.9173-

0.9565) 

0.6795 (0.5744-

0.7798) 

0.6086 (0.4814-

0.8214) 

0.9832 (0.9702-

1.0) 

Quantile 

Transformer 

LGBM 

Regressor 
TomekLinks 

0.9382 (0.9043-

0.9608) 

0.6748 (0.4395-

0.8066) 

0.5724 (0.2142-

0.75) 

0.9881 (0.9653-

1.0) 

MaxAbs 
Scaler 

LGBM 
Classifier 

TomekLinks 
0.9382 (0.9086-

0.9565) 
0.6725 (0.4846-

0.7746) 
0.5434 (0.3571-

0.6428) 
0.992 (0.9801-

1.0) 

MaxAbs 

Scaler 

LGBM 

Regressor 
ADASYN 

0.9365 (0.9043-

0.9521) 

0.6725 (0.4613-

0.7798) 

0.6159 (0.3571-

0.8214) 

0.9802 (0.9702-

0.9901) 

Standard 

Scaler 

LGBM 

Regressor 
ADASYN 

0.9365 (0.9086-

0.9608) 

0.6725 (0.5046-

0.8066) 

0.6159 (0.4285-

0.7777) 

0.9802 (0.9554-

1.0) 

Quantile 

Transformer 

Linear 

Discriminant 
Analysis 

TomekLinks 
0.9356 (0.9-

0.9608) 

0.6714 (0.4538-

0.7982) 

0.6304 (0.3928-

0.8571) 

0.9772 (0.9554-

0.995) 

Quantile 

Transformer 

Logistic 

Regression 
TomekLinks 

0.9356 (0.8956-

0.9608) 

0.6686 (0.4208-

0.7989) 

0.6159 (0.3571-

0.8571) 

0.9792 (0.9653-

1.0) 

Quantile 
Transformer 

Ridge ADASYN 
0.9365 (0.9-

0.9608) 
0.6678 (0.4401-

0.7989) 
0.5869 (0.3571-

0.7857) 
0.9841 (0.9702-

1.0) 

Quantile 

Transformer 
Ridge None 

0.9365 (0.9-

0.9608) 

0.6678 (0.4401-

0.7989) 

0.5869 (0.3571-

0.7857) 

0.9841 (0.9702-

1.0) 

Quantile 

Transformer 
Ridge 

Random Over 

Sampler 

0.9365 (0.9-

0.9608) 

0.6678 (0.4401-

0.7989) 

0.5869 (0.3571-

0.7857) 

0.9841 (0.9702-

1.0) 

Quantile 
Transformer 

Ridge SMOTE 
0.9365 (0.9-

0.9608) 
0.6678 (0.4401-

0.7989) 
0.5869 (0.3571-

0.7857) 
0.9841 (0.9702-

1.0) 
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Fig.1. ROC curve of a combination of Quantile Transformer sampling method, 

Linear Regression machine learning. algorithm and ADASYN sampling method. 

 

 

Fig.2. Confusion matrix of the selected model, 

linear regression with Quantile transformed data 

with ADASYN sampling method used. 

 

(Fig.1) shows ROC curve of a combination of Quantile Transformer sampling method, 

Linear Regression machine learning algorithm and ADASYN sampling method. ROC curve shows 

a great decision skill of the selected algorithm when keeping a high true positive rate while keeping 

low false positive rate. 

(Fig.2) shows a confusion matrix of the selected combination of Quantile Transformer 

sampling method, Linear Regression machine learning algorithm and ADASYN sampling method. 

As it is depicted on the cinfusion matrix, we can see the algorithm is very succcesfull determine the 

healthy patient, while keeping the high performance detecting a patient with PD. 
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4  Conclusion 
 

In this paper, performance evaluation of machine learning algorithms in a combination with 

sampling and scaling methods was proposed and verified done. The aim of analysis the 

performance evaluation is to find the best modified algorithm available to solve the complex 

problem, and in this study for early detection of Parkinson’s disease based on voice recordings of 

patients describing the images. These patients were describing the provided images divided into 

two groups: small and big images, differentiating on a scale of the descriptive manner. These voice 

recordings showing the light mental exercises were preprocessed and statistically described in a 

combination with basic information about a patient available. Out of all provided machine learning 

algorithms, and scaling and sampling methods the best performing model was chosen as a linear 

regression with a threshold with a Quantile transformed input data and with ADASYN sampling 

method resulting in 94.34% (91.30%-98.26%) accuracy, 73.49% (52.53%-91.41%) MCC, 77.53% 

(42.85%-89.28%) sensitivity, and 96.64% (92.57%-99.50%) specificity being able to successfully 

predict the Parkinson’s disease in most of the positive subjects and with suspicion for healthy 

subjects to be monitored and followed up with a doctor. The proposed approach and efficient 

algorithmic processing can be a suitable and effective means for early diagnosis of 

neurodegenerative diseases. 
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